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A n individual spider web
identifies a species:
an order of instinct prevails
through all accidents of circumstance,
though possibility is
high along the peripheries of
spider
webs:
you can go all
around the fringing attachments
and find
disorder ripe,
entropy rich, high levels of random,









/ will show you
the underlying that takes no image to itself,
cannot be shown or said,
but weaves in and out of moons and blatterweeds,
is all and
beyond destruction


































Do not prayfor easy lives; pray to be stronger men. Do not
prayfor tasks equal to your powers; prayfor powers equal
to your tasks. Then the doing of your work shall be no
miracle, but you shall be a miracle. Every day you shall
wonder at yourself, at the richness of life which has come




A Successful Teacher Needs
The education of a college president,
The executive ability of a financier,
The humility of a deacon,
The hope of an optimist,
The courage of a hero,
The wisdom of a serpent,
The gentleness of a dove,
The patience ofJob,
The grace of God, and




...Iippe Petit walks tightrope 1 ,350 feet above
New York City sidewalks . . . Faye Dunaway
marries rock singer lyricist Peter Wolf . . .
Codspell is a hit at Rollins College .... Nixon
resigns
. . . The stock market is down . . . .
• J .'jk
Inflation hits new highs . . Greek weekend
comes off without a hitch much to some
people's disappointment .... President criti-
cizes General Motors for big price hike . . .
Korean president Park Chung Hee assassinated
. . . Convocation marks the beginning of the
academic year . . . Lauren Hutton becomes the
1974 model . . . Drought hits the midwest . . .
Course selections went without the usual riots
. . .
Rollins pub opens after long wait . . . Blood
bath in Cyprus . . . Gruntz and Tony's football
spreads are too tough to handle . . . Jack Haley
Jr. and Liza Minelli marry .... New music
center opens to the delight of Rollins music
students .... Boston Patriots and St. Louis do
surprisingly well in this years season ....
William Windom plays Annie Russell Theatre
.
. .
Ford goes to Japan . . . Democrats gain
power in November elections . . . The Rasber-
ries give concert .... Ella Grasso is the first
woman governor . . . Varsity sports do well . .
.
Riots hit Boston . . . Coal miners go on str4ke . .
Fire department makes usual visits to Rollins . .
Frank Sinatra gives a tear jerker in Madison
Square Garden ... All the Greeks get good
pledge classes . . . Prices going up ... . The
Guild is expelled from campus ..... The
middle east is uneasy .... Lambda's dominate
intramural football again . . . Ali defeats Forman
. . . Nixon stricken with blood clot in his leg . .
Dominos is a big hit . . . Good movies this fall
. . . New mailboxes are installed and forever
cursed out . . . Draft dodgers permitted to come
home .... Gas airplanes replace footballs and
frisbees on the library lawn Teddy Kennedy
declines to run in '76 . . . Hank Aaron breaks
Ruth's record .... Freshmen men move into
Pinehurst .... Secratariat has a cold ....
Parking lots are assigned . . . Watergate trial of
Haldeman begins .... Study groups may take
over Greek houses .... World Football League
has shaky existence .... Cars still being towed
.... Oakland A's win the World Series ....
Campus security gets power of arrest . . . The
String makes it big ... . Jews permitted to leave
Russia if monetary reimbursement is assured
.... Ford packs up troubles and leaves for Asia
.... Mary Kellogg gets into FSU Med school . .
Anna Moffo marries Robert Sarnoff . . . Rayni
Fox and Nancy Yeargin play Billie Jean King
and Rosie Casals in Virginia Slims tourney ....
Barbara Streisand in "Funny Lady" Vittorio
De Sica dies at age 73 Linda Wert
deactivates Kappa .... Jeff Storer to be flown to
New York for Fullbright Scholarship .... New
typewriter design becomes popular .... Bike
sales drop .... Student night musicians illus-
trate talent Unemployment increases
World Harvest fast hits Rollins campus ....
Students fast in keeping with special day ....
Patti Hurst still on the loose .... Bobby Fisher
wins U.S. Chess Federation tournament in Las
SENIORS
. . Truman Capote gets column in New York Times .... Wilson wins in Great Britain . . . Crews at Rollins Union patio .... Long Christmas vacation thi
ikes many happy .... Richard Burton and Liz Taylor split up for good .... Ed Sullivan dies of cancer . . . Talent night in Pub ... . Stevie Wonder o
down's top artists .... Pinehurst gets new coat of paint ... . Library goes from hot to freezing .... Arctic oil pipe line moving along as well as can be exp^
. . Mongo (Alex learns) new sports announcer on ABC Monday night football. ... Flu shots given for expected epidemic .... Student pictures taken
issians come to Rollins campus .... Freshmen women win women's intramural basketball Rocky faces Congressional hearings before he is confi
appointment Gym floors get a face lift Annie Russell busy with new season .... Television upstairs in the union .... Israel goes on alert
. . Arafat, Palastinian leader, speaks at United Nations . . . : George Harrison on U.S. tour. . . . Rollins students flock overseas to study in new foreign
Dgram Kappa Alpha Order moves out of Rex Beach and into Lyman Hall. ... Big movies coming out of Hollywood .... Bicycles sales up becai
ing costs of transportation by auto .... Godfather shown on television for the first time .... Barb Postell, graduate on the cover of Cosmopolitan h
ie Spring sports start fall workout Offshore drilling becomes a bug possibility for the U.S Time is flying .... Soviets new super missile


















































































































































































































































































































































































sugar prices up 4uu%> over last year . . .
Students boycotting 1 5£ gum in Union . .
.
Leaning Tower of Pisa still leaning and no
one knows what to do about it . . . Cow-
boys, Broncos win NFL Turkeys . . . De-
posed Emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie
gives riches to help save his life . . . To-
mokan gains mascot, Lamar Flagstad . . .
Resumption of Mideast talks hoped . . .
Ample, but expensive, home heating fuel
supply in Orlando . . . Everyone is looking
for dates for Christmas formals . . . fruit-
lessly . . . Blazers, Memphis clash in World
Football League Semis . . . Fund-raising
tactics used for Police Clubs critized ... Phi
Delts sing "interesting" song to Chi
Omegas at party . . . Kissinger reports no
major pacts . . . Sawhill cites resentment by
oil industry . . . Students spend Winter
Term in London on Education trip ... FBI
hopes records given to dentists will help in
Patricia Hearst search . . . Paris mail strike
ends . . . Population growth approaching
zero . . . Astronomy students stare upwards
on dates . . . Two food plans promise sav-
ings; Grocers dubious . . . McCoy jetport is
finally remodeled . . . Red Carpet treatment
for oil-rich islands . . . Florida marshlands
under study for Productivity, Soils . . . Wil-
son Pickett Jr., rock star, faces weapons
charge in shooting incident . . . Lou Frey
blasts plan on area cutbacks . . . Welfare
payments to rise . . . Thetas hold clothing
drive for charity . . . Turkey's Prime Minis-
ter resigns . . . Ford to visit China next year
. . . $50,000 dollars damage done to Tampa
junior high school . . . Rollins Players pre-
sent new rendition of Greek tragedy, "The
Baccahae." Christmas shopping boom ex-
pected during Thanksgiving weekend . . .
Cardinal Terence Cooke demands apology
from Agriculture Secretary, Earl Butz, for
allegedly insulting Pope Paul VI . . .
Typhoons strike in Orient, leave thousands
homeless . . . Rollins housing committee is
trying to work out proposal for next year's
housing . . . Happy Rockefeller leaves hos-
pital, feels great . . . Earthquake rumbles
through San Francisco, California, bay area
. . . Police favor keeping small town forces
. . . Record size Freshman class . . . College
Arms used for Transfer Men . . . List of
dangerous toys on market diminishes . . .
Barry Levis spends spring term on sabbati-
cal in England . . . Youth drowns hunting
ducks . . . New Art building proposed,
further destruction of Forest land . . . Julie
Andrews and Omar Shariff make it big in
"The Tamarind Seed" . . . new image for
Julie . . . Richard Burton plays Winston
Churchill
. . .
Jeb Magruder released from prison . . .
John Dean to speak at Rollins . . . President
organizes panel to investigate CIA . . . Shah
of Iran visits Egypt . . . Dean Wonda Russel
engaged to Art Jones . . . Israel proves to
have high number of neurotics . . . Rumors
spread that U.S. navy ships headed for
Viet Nam . . . Richard Chamberlain has
love affair with Taryn Power . . . Brezhnev
said to be ailing . . . Nixon Foundation
dissolved . . . Mysterious midnight visitors
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1 ) Bob Quinn, 2) Steve Leon, 3) Keith Carpenter, 4) Andy Williams, 5) Professor Evans, 6) John McLean, 7) Kathy Hurd, 8) Carl
Carlson, 9) Doug Wesch, 10) Diane Bissett, 11) Ivan Harlow, 1 2) Steve Ripley, 1 3) George Whipple, 14) Richard Wattles, 15) Scott







(Below) Alumni Weekend, 1974





itude toward Congress is growing
sics society receives grant from national organization . . . Richard Reinhart new R.A. in Elizabeth . . . 35th anniversary of the American Ballet T
ted in New York City . . . Spanish Players production a smashing success, in Spanish Sonny and Cher split up, Can they make it on their o
nnis star Stan Smith marries Marjory Gengler "Celebration" rehearsals going strong— Gerald Ford visits Orient ... Bill Frenzel appointed to
ans committee Peasant Dance exhibit given on the Lebrary lawn Towering Inferno burns in the hearts and memories of mi;
i will run for re-election in '76 . . . 24 hour visitation hits Rollie Collie, Do you believe that??? New Symrna beach was unusually empty thi
ies of "Jaws" circulated through campus . . Mama Cass dies in London Nixon's life in danger New surge of interest in Sherlock f
/on Broadway
. . . History dept. holds party, a smash, both the party and the people Cock -a-Doodle Dandy is different! . . . T.V. personality Ed
i at age 73 ... . New attractions open at Disney World . . . Beanery serves dinner by lake, everybody comes including rain .... CIA investigated .
is bus in Tultepec, Mexico, 30 die .... Secretariat sires his first foal . . . Daytona 500 held in Daytona Beach .... Foof leaves the Shaver to
iself The population of England and Wales grew only 20,000 last year— . . Donnie Allsion snares Daytona 500 pole spot . . . favorite show at
I My Children" Cutting programs may save FTU . . . Quintuplets born to Orlando woman in 5 minutes .... Erica gets shock treatment at mental








Dean of the Chapel
C. LARUE BOYD,
Dir. of Public Relations
(above)
RANDALL XENAKIS,




Assist. Dean of Student Affairs
(upper left)
WILLIAM LOVING, JR.,






ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS RESIDENT HEADS
(right) (above)
(left to right) Hank Hencken, Cynthia Grubbs, Mark Freidinger (first row, left to right) Fred Lauten, Sr. Pat Ryan, Kevin Nelson
(second row, left to right) Lucy Garcia, Sr. Kathleen Gibney
90
BOOKSTORE
(Above, leftto right), Gordon Uhl, Betty Boyer, Margaret Rice, Carol Pohan, William Burrer (Manager), Tina Leggatt, Rusty Phau.
G. THOMAS WELLS,
Dir. of Physical Plant
(right)
PHYSICAL PLANT
(left to right) (first row) Tom Wells, Eula lames, Norma Snidow, Lee Baughman, Odessa Wilkerson, Netcher Morgan, Herb Rinne, Eddie Williford, Patrick
Bourbonnais (second row) Ossie Beachum, Lula Paul, Alberta Dessow, Frank Rollerson, Barbara Philpott, Helen Wheeler, Betty Tookes, Eula Daniels, Ralph
Ritchie, Mary Nowlm, Charlie Walker, Rick Hunley, Terry Wheeler (third row) Alberta Patterson, Myrtice McKinney, Mamie Blackman, Frank Swearingem, Stan
Madey, Sarah Thomas, Geneva Whiate, David Davis, Jack Miniere, Percy Hallis (fourth row) John Wilkerson, Ashley Samuel, Hazel Edwards, Moease Singletary,
Christine Watkins (fifth row) Charles Clayton, Jim Smith, Ralph Robinson, Jake Neal, Emmett Tompkins, Jim Brown, Jim Murray, Joseph Gray, Tom Toor, Clyde
Roberts, Chuck Winkle (sixth row) Bruce Wygant, Harry Overend, Luther Wise, Jim Phillips, Wayne Mason, Buzz Petsos, Jim Marin, Harvey Quienty, Bill Hester,
Kenneth Cates, W. T. Calloway, George Tompkins, Lee Kimball, Bill Leggett, Jim Rohrer
92
FOOD SERVICE
(above) (left to right) Robert Herchick, Tim Moses, Drucilla Brooks, Dick Randall, Mary Manuel, Althea Jerry, Linda Talbott,
Audrea Barder, Carylon Jerry, Shirley Lawrence, Helen McCree, Ella Satcher, Cynthia McCree, Elizabeth Broner, Billy McRae




(upper right, left to right) Robert Mayo, Debbie
Harper.
CASHIER'S OFFICE
(center right, left to right) Martha Harnish, Lois
Walsh, Marge Hampton, Helen Crossly, Robert
Sharks, Lorene Bates, Jean Dennis, Otilda Morri-
son.
POST OFFICE
(lower right, left to right) Diane Wygont, Linda
Kuller, Olive Koon, Gail Gray.
STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE







(above) (left to right) Beverly Stiles, Jeanne Kahn.
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ctic may hold much of the world's future energy Rocky must pay back taxes Pub goers view impromtu stripper .... Students now have righ
e.r school records Happy Rockefeller and Betty Ford both undergo mastectomies Night class re-enacts murder on tennis courts and ho
al
....
World population will reach 3 billion in near future Winter term trips to England are fantastic .... Salt prices may rise .... Edward Telle
>mb specialist speaks at Rolhns
.... Jackson to run for president in '76 non-jock honor students get one year of gym instead of two ... . Cattle
saster for producers, but potential bonanza for shoppers .... U.S. has serious arms shortage Rollins student took an axe, gave her mailbox 4C
ten she saw what she had done, she gave her neighbor's 41 Bank failures heighten concern about health of financial system .... The mum
M.ve and well in the mosuleum Is '75 year for women's equal rights? West Europe's steel industry beginning to buckle B!
iccessful
I
Black Awareness week .... New Zealand's trade unions demanding immigration curbs .... five faculty members to leave Rollins at end of i




"Another World" first hour long soap opera .... Lambda kidnaps sorority members to help charity Richard Nixon still on Gall
tof most admired men new buildings cropping up on Rollins campus Detroit feels recession more than any other American city Q
ilar disease afflict more than 27 million Americans .... Beanery gets new tables and chairs CBS's "A.M. AMERICA" challenges NBC's "TODAY'
Jdents show creativity in winter term jewelry-making course.
. . Elliot Gould divorces Jenny Bogart
Arnold Wettstein and Fred Lauten
defeats Foreman Twiggy pla
ssing women's crew team formed at Rollins
oposed for next year Spiro Agnew's letter of resignation a
5S 8 t Ford says about gas rationing, "Over my dead body," Karen Thrun returns from winter
jnich.
.... 1 9 major airlines admit to illegal kickbacks Legislation introduced for possible ban on aerosals Florida power rate hike a|
.despite Pub, students still drink at Harper's Dr. Paul Backscheider elected to serve four-year term on Executive Committee for the
figuage Association's Comparative Studies in Eighteenth Century Division Soviet spacemen praise launch facilities at Kennedy Space center
.
ver Gardner's articles grace pages of Sandspur Impeachment proceedings started against three Florida Supreme Court justices Basebal
e adds Brooks Robinson to roster Cabaret auditions held Top model Lauren Hutton surprises world with her unusual face . . . . Goc
ependent women win bowling intramurals Robin Wunderlich marries Andy Williams Don McCafferty, head coach of Detroit Lions
rt attack Modern dance added to P.E. courses . .
.







. Hope . . . Mary . . . Trish . . . Gary . . . Peter ... Bo
(above) (first row, left to right) Valerie McCann, David Smith, Mary Ann Henderson, (second row) Ed Scheer, James Small, David
Richard (Head), Carl Sandstrom.
(right) (left to right) Bill Gallo, Alex Anderson,
Ward Woodburg, Thomas Brockman, Alphonse
Carlo, Ross Rosazza (Head).
HISTORY
(top) (left to right) Barry Levis, Bechir
Chourou, )ack Lane (Head), Charles Ed-
mondson, Betina Beer, Luis Valdes, Norm
Gilbert, Gary Williams.

// you have knowledge , let others
light their candles at it.
Thomas Fuller
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
(left) (left to right) Hoyt Edge, Daniel DeNicola,
Bruce Wavell, (Head) Theodore Darrah, Arnold
Wettstein, Karl Peters.

(above) (left to right) Ed Cohen, Steve Phelan, Jean MacKenzie, Wilbur Dorsett, Phillip Pastore, John Hamilton, Cary Ser (Head),
Paula Backscheider, Alan Nordstorm.
CHEMISTRY
(L to R), Robert Ridgeway, Herbert Hellwege, George Cochran, Eric Blossey.
106
The most beautiful thing we can experience
is the mysterious. It is the source ofall true art
and science. He to whom this emotion is a
stranger, who can no longer pause to wonder




(1st Row, L to R) Ross Evans, Charles Welsh, Kennan Taylor; (2nd Row) Donald Hill, Wayne Hales, Charles Jorgensen, Arthur
Kenison.

(1st Row, L to R) Rena Fazio, Esther Chase, Tom Lineham, Sarah Tabor, Jean Bloodworth, Bea Robinson, Marianne Colyer; (2nd
Row, L to R) Elizabeth Hatter, Josie Dickson, George Larson, Jane Fletcher, Carolyn McFarland, Nellie Kirby, Olive Mahony,
Catherine Ford, Sue McGinnis.
109
(Above) (L to R) Ron Lamed, Robert Lemon, Hallie Lu Hallam.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(Above) (Left to Right 1st Row) Peggy Jarnigan, Gordia Howell, Norm Copeland, Buster Steinmeir, (2nd Row Left to Right) Ed
















Lincoln's Road to the White House
Failed in Business in 1831.
Defeated for Legislature in 1832.
Second failure in business in 1833.
Suffers nervous breakdown in 1836.
Defeated for Speaker in 1838.
Defeated for Elector in 1840.
Defeated for Congress in 1843.
Defeated for Congress in 1848.
Defeated for Senate in 1855.
Defeated for Vice President in 1856.
Defeated for Senate in 1858.













Lincoln's Road to the White House
Failed in Business in 1831.
Defeated for Legislature in 1832.
Second failure in business in 1833.
Suffers nervous breakdown in 1836.
Defeated for Speaker in 1838.
Defeated for Elector in 1840.
Defeated for Congress in 1843.
Defeated for Congress in 1848.
Defeated for Senate in 1855.
Defeated for Vice President in 1856.
Defeated for Senate in 1858.












Making life worth while
Every soul that touches yours -
Be it the slightest contact -
Gets therefrom some good;
Some little grace; one kindly thought;
One aspiration yet unfelt;
One bit of courage
For the darkening sky-
One gleam offaith
To brave the thickening ills of life;
One glimpse of brighter skies -
To make this life worthwhile
And heaven a surer heritage.
George Eliot

Knowledge is proud that it knows so much;














PRESIDENT: Tom Newton VICE-PRESIDENT: Ed Danowitz SECRETARY: Marie Brown
(First row, left to right) Tina Howard, Richard Atwood, Lauri Strehl, Shelley Gould, Sylvia Milera, Tom Newton, Penney Weiner,
Nan McHenry, Pat Loret de Mola, Nancy Notman, Hal George, Alison Hurd. (Second row) Pat Lamb, Anna Chattey, Randy Tay-
lor, Steve Schott, Kate Connett, Chris Boesch, Tibby Rauld, Roxwell Tobinson, Pat Sobol, Connie Covert, Becky Peabody, Bryan
Chace, Ernie Velez. (third row) Ed Danowitz, Marie Brown, Eph Helton, Jim Hoffman, Holly Wendell, Bill Apple, Bill Breda, Dave
Earhart, Fred Lauten, Scott Jones, Clark Leming.
132
(first row, left to right) Mark Maier, JoAnne Rambone, Brenda Martin, Roxwell Robinson, Vic Crumity. (second row) Hinkley
Bascomb, Don Shuck, Lydia Persinsky, Susan Curran, George Westwood.
(left to right) George Westwood, Cathi Wiebrecht, Brenda Martin, Jane Markes (chairman), Ted Connor, Gaye Anastasia, Jon
Stewart, Cindy Purcell, Jim Patricelli.
133
(first row, left to right), Jim MacNamara, Jeff Hailmann, Bob Boyle, Chris Gross, Sandy Gordon, Dave Steph, Stuart Van Arsdale,
Jon Fox, Bill Loving, Lev Lerman; (second row), Randy Taylor, Tommy Wilson, Chuck Lytle, Paul Gleason, Cameron Swift, Ed
Regan.
(seated, left to right) Ann Beck, Darby Neptune, Sharon Bazley, Leslie Tooker, Diane Hall, Chris Boesch; (standing), Pam Clark,
Fran Freeman, Debbie Stevens, Dale Nidds, Ruth Mary Kay, Lynn Brazier, Katie Noyes, Beth Lincks, Nancy Garfield, Karen
Benson, Liza Beasley.
(first row, left to right), Judy Jucker, Gayle Gunning, Jody Matusoff, Elissa Abruzzo, Cindy Patterson; (second row), Blondie Jones,
Vic Crumity, Sandra Poole, Fran Goldstein, Cathi Wiebrecht, Diane Spencer, Becky Boyett, Lori Carlman, Gaye Anastasia,
Brenda Martin, Sheryl Dramer, Lydia Duarte, Sr. Pat Ryan, LucyGarcia, Kim Flagstad; (third row), Clark Leming, Fred Lauten, Nan
Melterry, Sr. Kathleen Gibney, Charlie Maier, Mike Ebner, Pam Spalthoff, Dan Harvey, Sheree Crew; (fourth row) Dave Earhart,
Kevin Nelson, Hunt Lowry, Hinkley Bascom, Roger Campbell. 135
(First row, L to R) Jim O'Brien, Ed Ramey, Hunt Lowry; (2nd row), Mike Seely, Mike Davis, Bill Walsh, Holly Wendell, George
Cochran; (3rd row) Tyler Richards, Lucy Garcia, Carol Hale, Molly Adams, Christelle Harrod, Eric Blossey, Robert Ridgeway,
Mary Kellogg.

(left to right) Shelley Gould, Becky Boyett, Linda
Battisti, Diane Spencer, Fran Freeman, Lydia
Persinski, Heidi McNaney, Dana Fredebaugh.
(first row, left to right) Fran Goldstein, Anne Brownlee, Sherri Braun, Joan Thayer, John Barber, Kim Flagstad, Amado Bobadilla,
Karl Peters, Deborah Slayman, Laura Bills; (second row) Steve Phelan, Jean MacKenzie, Hean Halle, Sunni Caputo, Deb Lewis,
Joe Faulkner, Randy Anderson, Wickford Weldon, Dave Roberts, Lucy Capehary, Rod Pinder, Robert Lemon, Bruce Wavell, Sue
Smith, Joan Wavell; (third row), Arnold Wettstein, Sr. Kathleen Gibney, Gary Williams, Rick Barfield, Greg Ling, Gerald
Trembley, Fred Lauten, Pat Murray, Jim Murray, Connie Peters, Brian Crownover; (fourth row) Mikell Seely, Dan DeNicola, Chris
Schmidt, Mike Cudahy, Natasha Gregory, Hoyt Edge.
(first row, left to right) Steve Howe, Carol Wolfe, Greg Cole, Cary Boyd, Randy Taylor, Mark Garlock, Patti DeSisto, Norm Gilbert,
Bave Krutek, Bess Farber, Phil Moore, Arnold Wettstein, Rosalyn Lawson, Ellen Emerson, Scott George, Lisa Beasley, Alex
Anderson, Candy Mix, Sybil Best, Beth Hobbs, Cheryl Stilwell, Arlene Strazza, Linda Thoss, Mary Reddy, Gerry Wolfson, Kim
Gaw, Sharon Israel, Blair Byrd, Regina Rodgers; (second row), Kim Flagstad, Amado Bobadilla, Janet Hickman, Dave Pearson,
Alison Lee, Sandy Gettings, Stan Cording, Pat McGee, Alice Galloway, (not pictured) Gigi Keeffe, Mary Rowbottom, Jean
Reisinger, Randee Golder, Sally Albrecht, Denise Brooking, Susan Curran, Karen Thrun, Pat Shirer, John Hamilton.
CHAPEL USHERS
(first row, left to right) Jim McAvity,
John Ourisman, Ed Regan, Chris
Gross; (second row) Tom Wilson, Bob
Boyle, Elliot Sheftel, Cliff Willson, Joe




(Left to right), Sharon Israel, Kim Broxton, Lori
Carlman, Karen Nissen, Patty Kunze.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
(Left to Right), Janice Buckey, Steve Schott, Liann
Speigel.
CHAPEL STAFF
(Left to Right) Steve Schott, Carol Hale, Arnold
Wettstein, Tommy Newton, Gigi Keefe, Ann
Beck, Lydia Duarte, Ellen Emerson, Janice Buc-
key, Scott George, Chris Gross, Roger Campbell.
(first row, left to right) Sharon Smith, Fran Goldstein, Elizabeth Cooke, Bob Daniels, Ernie Velez, Mark Maier; (second row), Bob
Sullivan, Sherry Braun, Jim Backer, Nancy Dandy, Linda Degen, Thane Maynard, Judy Jucker, Bob Walker.
141
(first row, left to right) Jim Hoffman, Jeff Morgan, Bill MacLean, Karen Nissen. (second row) Jane Marks, Gail Erskine. (third row)
Lois Cooper, Lynn Bacigalupi, Karen Benson, Gayle Gunning, Michele Minor, JoAnne Levitt, Will Graves, (not pictured) Rob
Bayley, Cindy Patterson, Cissie Collins, Alan Terry, Patti Mark.
(first row, left to right) Douglas Pollard, Denise Brookins, Blondie Jones, Priscilla Lyons, Roxwell Robinson, (second row, left to
right) Vic Crumity, Errol Cunningham, Willie Flowers, Dick Twine, Roslyn Lawson, Luther Graham, Kimberly Broxton, Sharon
Israel.
142
(Left to right) Greg Ling, Wickford Weldon, Gerry Wolfson, Barry Billets.





ENSEMBLE: Brad Zimmerman (Jesus)
Bev Johnson Jeff Storer
Angela Lloyd Sandra Hardy
Beezer Von Hoffman (John the Baptist/Judas)
Lisa Miller, Richard Lloyd, Margarita Delgado
Julian Pederson
CHORUS: Bary Hamilton, Lawerence Robinson, Mitch Man-
assee, David Bass, Karen Klein, Robin Jewell, Lois Kirkpatrick,
Karen Gilham, Sharon Smith, Marcia McCabe, Brenna Krupa,
Lisa Addeo, Nelia Bacmeister, Brad Syckes, Gary Rankin,










CAST (in order of appearance)
BACCHANTES: Susie Gordon, Caro Bosca, Suzanne Searles,
Eileen Craddock, Victoria Glendinning, Karen L. Klein,
Regina Rogers, Sharon Smith, Blair Byrd.





Teiresias Gregory H. Cole
First Attendant Ferdinand Carangelo
Messengers Andrews Arluck
David Bass
Agave E. Nelia Bacmeister









The Cock Sandra Hardy
Michael Marthrann Grover Gardner





1st Rough Fellow Gary Zelman
2nd Rough Fellow Freddy Carangelo
Father Domineer Brad Zimmerman
The Sergeant Steve DeWoody
Jack Richard Lloyd
Julia Angela Lloyd
Julia's Father Laurence Robinson
One-eyed Larry David Bass
A Mayor Bev Johnson
A Mace-bearer Barry Hamilton
The Messenger Beezer von Hoffman
The Bellman Greg Cole







Steve DeWoody <A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE










1st Immigration Officer Greg Cole
2nd Immigration Officer Kevin Killiany

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Beauty Juliann Pedersen












Suzi Searles Paul Malluk
Angela Lloyd B. E. Hamilton
Lawrence Robinson Jan MacDonald
Koni McCurdy Nancy Notman
Robert Sinclair Denise Coppenhaven
Lisa Addeo Bev Johnson
Leslie Klein Brad Zimmerman
Liza Marie Beasley
Marcia Bishop McCabe, Angel





1 . Dana Fredebaugh, 2. Maggie Delgado, 3. Robin Jewell, 4. David Sachs, 5. Beezer Von Hoffman, 6. Brad Syckes, 7. Beth Links,
8. Barbara Begun, 9. Linda Maggiacomo, 10. Eileen Craddock, 1 1 . Andy Arluck, 1 2. Jan MacDonald, 13. Steve DeWoody, 14.
Gary Zelman, 1 5. Chuckels Voytek, 1 6. Sally Albrecht, 1 7. Brenna Krupa, 1 8. Debbie Velaquez, 1 9. Brad Zimmerman, 20. Dottie
Longindyke, 21. Robert Jergens, 22. Steve Nielson, 23. Melissa Littlefield, 24. Greg Cole, 25. Marcia McCabe, 26. Juliann
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Christie Wuertenbacker
For every action there is an equal but oppo-













(1) Sue Smith, (2) Pam Maddix, (3) Nancy Mann, (4) Libby Weigel, (5) Maureen Hergert, (6) Anne Bagge, (7) Sharon Bazley, (8)
Ann Laurie, (9) Gail Von Stein, (10) Carolyn Andreen, (11) Cindy Tallant, (1 2) Tina Gibbons, (13) Susan Jackson, (14) Holly Wells,
(15) Lucy Pulling, (16) Lois Cooper, (17) Blair Byrd, (18) Darby Neptune, (19) Jody Matusoff, (20) Shelley Wilson, (21) Barb
Leopold, (22) Mary Wetzel, (23) Debbie Gaw, (24) Gigi Keeffe, (25) Joanie Hunt, (26) Sally Albrecht, (27) Liza Beasley.
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The Phi Mu's flamed on this year with . . . Christmas carols, warthogs, eau de soccer
sweat, midnight Arabians, midnight dips at Cocoa . . . etc. . . as Johnie Walkered on
into the Hotel Fos . . . Hadley became domesticated this year and developed a taste
for stewed Canadian Goose . . . while Hub struck it rich at the Christmas dance when
she found that a Bill in the hand is worth two in the bush . , . Shelley bagged Pabliano
wine for Kentucky Straight Bourbon . . . Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph Eph
... In the cloudy first floor suite Ell ice raised her horns while Holly raised her kittens .
. . and what's popping in the second floor suite? ... an old piece of Bermuda
driftwood in Baggo's room while Sharon stued a turkey . . . Maureen's theme song
was "Want to Take You Higher" and where do you wear those tassles??? . . . Lucy still
gets her spirts lacked occasionally . . . Darby's Crock of gold turned into a barrel of
beer-what a Rush . . . T.T., does Billy know about your walk up the beach at
Cocoa?-"He could help!" . . . Barnez-we can hear you singing Shaft through that
open window shade . . . the CIA is everywhere . . . Sneathmann got tied up in the back
seat where she knew it was nice and dark with a dimwitted Russian . . . Alison kept
cooking at temperature Room 1 04 throughout the raid . . .Tina doesn't miss a trick as
night watchman at the front door-say goodnight, Tina . . . the famous car sharks, The
Popov trio, Gaw, Leopold, and Maddix, took a shot at Elizabeth Hall and were
royally flushed . . . lody, is this Mr. Rightstein ? . . . Lois, being Harried and Larried this
year formed her own corporation Johnston and John . . . Albrecht is learning new




While Hunt sings "Do it till you're satisfied", she's such a sexy
lady ... we cried earth to Wetzel, earth to Thaler, come in girls, come in . . . Booth sat
on top of Lookout Mountain pursuing neighbourly interests . . . Chatty's theme song
was Save the Last Dance for Me . . . Keefee, don't worry about your car, there really is
a Klan meeting, you can tell by the candles-and congrads on your Recital . . . the
Pledges mad 1 3 our lucky number this year-we love you all . . . and remember girls!
.
. . Always smile while you rotate!!
The Chi Os ended up this year's rush season with biggest (and we think the best) pledge
class on campus. So what if we didn't win all our softball games? We sure had fun! As the
year wore on, our living room began to take on the distinct odor of beer but that didn't
keep us from carrying on the tradition of watching "All my Chickens" every afternoon,
there. Pledges, we love your interior decorating and hot dog cooking. It looks like you're
going to keep up the Chi O spirit.
Elissa — We hope you are responsible, Mom.
Carol — "I'm in love, I'm in love." 410's Smittyen.
Lynne — Bart, have you had any big Macs lately?
Katie C. — "I haven't slept in three weeks, I have ten papers due tomorrow and the Tab
machine is broken."
Pam — Cakeface, you've had your share of MM, sleep, sunshine, and 557's this year.
Sherry — "I'm so happy!! You guys, does this outfit look alright?"
Robin — "I'll be at the ART, see you in a few weeks."
Elaine — "Girls, let me show you my latest art proiect."
Lea Ann — "Now, girls, I just want to say one thing." She's been in a Stu all year.
Rdell — "Who stole my cheese from the refrigerator?"
Nancy — How's Nancy accounting for her time? At the Phi Delt house, of course.
Katie N. — "Is anyone going to the Pub? I talked to the cutest guy last night. He's so
adorable!"
Gail — Now Gail, I hear something about you and I want to know if it's true.
Carla — "Mole" AAAUUUGGH! "Why am I not doing my work? "Don't do worms,
Pam."
Linda — "Chi O glitter girl" Hope you had a great time in England. Don't fall off your
shoes!
Beth — "I'm going to be burned at the stake nineteen times!"
Katie H. — "Oh, Hells Bells!" Little Miss Chatterbox just can't keep a secret.
Lucy — "I can get ice from the Science Center."
Patty — "Need a date for the formal? I can set you up with the nicest guy."
Kitty — "Spidermonkey" "I'll have a big Mac, french fries and a coke, please." Are you
going to Georgia Tech or Rollins?
Jo — "Isn't anybody going to stay up late and study with me tonight? I've gone through six
Ale-8's in one day!"
Kathy — "See you later, I'm going to Rosie's. I'm working on the composite y'all."
Karen — Nice eyes, bird legs and alot of a"peele".
Cindy — Cindy's been fishing off campus all year.
Hope — "Foxpaw" "Did you hear my stomach growling in class today?"
Pledges — "Why don't more of you actives come to the softball games?!
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(1 ) Beth Lincks, (2) Robin Jewell,
(3) Hope Silliphant, (4) Karen
Bleckner, (5) Kitty Wingard, (6)
Sherry Cohen, (7) Katie Noyes,
(8) Carol Agresti, (9) Elissa Ab-
ruzzo.
(10) Laurie McHenry, (1 1) Con-
nie Covert, (12) Sherri Cato, (13)
Lynn Walsworth, (14) Mary
King, (15) Nancy Garfield, (16)
Kathy Guite, (1 7) Peggy Murray,
(18) Debbie Zale.
(19) Bobbie Johnson, (20) Pat
Loret De Mola, (21) Lynne Bart-
lett, (22) Gail Erskine, (23) Betsy
Gard, (24) Gail Smith, (25)
Joanne Levitt, (26) Kent Walton,
(27) Carla Mullins.
(28) Becky Francis, (29) Lynn
Bacigalupi, (30) Lucy Garcia-
Iniguez, (3 1 ) Cindy Buttner, (32)
Patty DeSisto, (33) Rdell Austin,
(34) Pam Frenzel, (35) Michelle
Minor, (36) Katie Curtin.
ALPHA PHI
To be able to tell a joke is great; to be able to take a joke is far better.
Jackie, were you trying to housebreak Lou or Butts? Linda, why are you so worried about what is going to be in the yearbook? Lydia, ever consider
Medicare? Cathy, was it your candlelight that started them all? Flint, are you sure that the couch was in the livingroom and not in the bedroom? JoAnn, are you on
the staff of Ripley's Believe It or Not? Suzanne, wanna go the J.I. T.B.? Sal lie, what phone number is yours? Tyler, whatever happened to your love from Atlanta, just
inches, MMMMM. Patti, better watch where you blow your horn! Vickie, golf is for the "birds". Fran, no one ever called you fickle, did they? Pam, as soon as your
presidency runs out are you going back to wearing headbands? Susan, candlelights are more fun as a surprise, aren't they? Kim, how's the meat at Morrison's?
Candy is dandy but liquor is quicker. Shirley, Let's Get It On! Shelley, no fair practicing karate on your roommate! Susan W., what ever happened to the good old
days? Joanne, just for fun, why don't you handle CPW next year? Heidi, sure you're the only one living in that double room? Mary, are alums more "active"? Dana,
are you sure you're not a theatre major? Jill, isn't that Mac Davis we see you with everyday? Cat, senior year is for "leisure-ly" study, huh? Becky, why are you
buying china and linen? Kathy, do day students have more fun? Becky B., Pittsburgh Steelers all the way! Sissy, don't you get tired of bouncing those balls
(basketball, that is). Lynn, are you PARCHED again? Dee, who is this guy from home? Jenny, sure will miss you! Betsy, never go to JAI ALAI with Royston or you'll
get hooked. Cathy D. Keeping that redhead tradition in the house, huh? Konda, you like those car washes, don't you? Louise, do you plan on dieting all your life?
Congratulations you can take a |oke, want to know why I know why I know? Because you're still reading!!
Dana Fredebaugh
(1) Betsy Cooke, (2) Cathy De-
pasquale, (3) Becky Bushko, (4)
Louise Palanker, (5) Kim Dillon,
(6) Linda Battisti, (7) Ann Flint.
(8) Fran Freeman, (9) Sissy
Yount, (10) Tyler Richards, (11)
Cathy Cochrane, (12) Patty
Marx, (13) Heidi McNaney, (14)
Cathy Dolan.
(15) Candy Mix, (16) Lynn
Welch, (17) Dee Greene, (18)
Susan Curran, (19) Joann Dono-
van, (20) Sally Schneider, (21)
Katie Dinnel.
(22) Lydia Persinski, (23) Debbie
Stevens, (24) Shelly Gould, (25)
Jill Thibbits, (26) Dana Fre-
debough, (27) Shirley Loris, (28)
Becky Boyett, (29) Jackie Miller.
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Dale — Dale and Jimmy went Hawaiian while Laurence we in Arabia.
Donna — was the party connection while "transferring her affection.
Ded — "Mercy, mercy me" Dede got off her ski is and decided to spoof with the
Lambda's Marvin Gaye.
Pinkie — needs no clay for she can get plastered with only one bottle of her Italian
disaster.
Janie — it Stans to reason why Janie chose Australia's fall season.
Carol — our Maryland chick fried it up keen with Barny, her favorite Boston baked
bean.
Sharon (Ruvane) — could use a little relief so would someone pick up her tab at the
Beef.
Becky — mother Becky went Theta all the way, both Kappa Alpha and Phi Delta they
say.
Marnie Hughes
Lisa — the beach ray the sun queen 'II never bypass nor moonlight manhunts thru
March and Bluegrass.
Suzanne — our bathroom opera star warbled her way into the hearts of her chicks
and a Boston blue Jay.
Barb (Weiss) — when you're down and out and need some loving care close your
eyes then open them and Barb'll be right there.
Annie — tennis in the morning and a beer or two at night without Mr. W., ya'all,
her life turns out just right.
Kay — the airlines can keep on flying forever and a day all they need is a golf tourni
and our club-swinging Kay.
Maylinda (Moses) — from Italy she Scooter-ed on home and fueled with wine back
to Little Rock she'll roam.
Judy — Our president has got a disappearing act that makes the invisible man a
believable fact.
Mary — Mary, Mary quite contrary-How did your rec files go?
With little green sheets and little pink slips and pledges all in a row.
RuthMary — Ther's a Marshy smell in my room.
Lynn — Our skinny Miss Lynnie saw the Tamps sites and reached J 00 much to our
delight.
Susie — Riegs fries and flies high with Arthur and his lemon pies.
Debbie — We give a sad farewell to our Theta representative for Steak-Out.
Laurie — Fly the friendly skies with Laurie.
Kathy M. — She went on a diet to get Skinny.
Randy — the Tootsie Rat.
Regina — Theta bids farewell to our fashion co-ordinator, makeup artist, and soap
opera critic.
Holly — Cardy and Pat, have you met the Lambda yet?
Pam — Hey baby dolls!
Sha — Where's the donut money.
Barbie — I don't know what's the matter with me y'all I can't stop eating.
Melinda — These things work out you mental maniac.
Lura — I'll start my diet tomorrow.
Tish — Hugh Heffner's hostess with the mostest.
Julie — Our basketball star like to travel afar, on her birthday they say she was
"taken away".
Lois — My diet includes cake.
Cherie — There's nothing Better than Yetter.
Sharon S. — Hi there.
Kathy H. — the wirey dude.
Maria — But mom, I was in the library.
Robin — clothing drives, donuts, and the Russell Home, we're sure glad Robin's
our very own.




(I) Carolyn Pecka, (2) Kathy
McLean, (3) Pam Dilworth, (4)
Shelley Mediate, (5) Randi
Gulick, (6) Pat Whalon, (7) Dale
Nidds, (8) Susie Reiger, (9) Sha
Stendstrom, (10) Maria Wolfe,
(II) Maylina Moses, (1 2) Barbie
Baer.
(13) Lura Apfelbach, (14) Ruth-
mary Kay, (1 5) Liz Connelly, (16)
Donna Roncik, (17) Lisa Con-
tant, (18) Susie Tankard, (19)
Jane Downing, (20) Adelaide
Klein, (2 1 ) Nancy Anderson, (22)
Tish Wittbold, (23) Dannie Mes-
singer, (24) Becky Peabody.
(25) Cherie Austerberry, (26)
Sharon Ruvane, (27) Carol Hale,
(28) Diana Mathes, (29) Liz
Grubb, (30) Mary Hover, (31)
Pinkie Hutchison, (32) Robin
Attee, (33) Anette Caruso, (34)
Mickie Banks, (35) Marnie
Hughes, (36) Lynne Brazier.
(37) Laurie Mallon, (38) Fran
Shannon, (39) Judy Wommack,
(40) Anne Creighton, (41) Cy
Weary, (42) Leslie Klein, (43)
Shirley Shevlin, (44) Lisa
Stephens, (45) Melinda
McDonald, (46) Dede David,
(47) Susan McKeon, (48) Anne
Vanderwey.
_ura Apfelbach
(1) Amy Wismar, ((2) Nancy
Yeargin, (3) Lenna Damascus, (4)
Inga Ivey, (5) Ginny Mack, (6)
Janice Buckey, (7) Cheryl Stone,
(8) K. T. Nourse, (9) Janet Lan-
man, (10) Sue McGinley.
(11) Janet Wells, (12) Linda
Brown, (13) Janey Marks, (14)
Kathy Schumacher, (15) Karen
Benson, (16) Stacy Hanna, (17)
Becky Howe, (18) Cathy Pixley,
(19) Alison Hurd, (20) Jill Steven-
son.
(21) Beth Radford, (22) Nancy
Davis, (23) Arden Gould, (24)
Kathy McFeeley, (25) Bev Buck-
ley, (26) Shep Hallberg, (27)
Candy Ward, (28) Jan Strickland,
(29) Knight Patterson, (30) Tibby
Swain.
(31) Wendy Bergen, (32) Beth
Hobbs, (33) Anina Carion, (34)
Ellie Bailey, (35) Stacy Squire,
(36) Robin Williams, (37) Linda
Turtle, (38) Tracey Kolker, (39)
Lyn Andres, (40) Maureen Ryan,
(41) Peggy Reeves.
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Arden — "Who's calling, please" Peter, Sandy or Steve — sorry, she's at the Pub.
Beth — Honk! This is dynamite, let's have some more drink bags.
Cyndy D. — Please may I have a Sig?
Cissie — Hey, you guys! What kind of ice cream is there?
Egert — To Clapper Diamonds are a girl's best friend!
Janet L. — Midnight at Le )ardin-send that camel to bed.
Amy — Where's Amy? Gazing, synchronized, sleeping or eating ice cream? A roll
away bed.
Janice B. — Let me go to sleep for an hour, then I'll get up, study and have a sandwich
or two.
Pat — John has a new credit card, eh?
Sandi — Let's go shopping tonight — I ate too much for dinner.
Pix — How much did Super Bubble's stock go up this year?
Cindy — Karen, Karen wait! Will anybody else lick these green stamps?
Nancy Y. — Instead of cold feet with Rob, she has white feet from tennis
Karen — Where next? Busch Gardens, Bauers, Trader Vies, Bourbon Street or Frozen
Gold?
Jane — So did Jeff tee you off tonight? So get a pizza!
Maureen — Really, let's get some more beer, really, it would be great!
Jucker — Get those purple sneaker orking!
Janie — You'll always be the leader of the pack when it comes to law
Leslie — You'll do the trick when it comes to cooking for Kim.
Jill — Rush, Rush, Rush don't you ever stop?
Missy — Are you and Suzy eating Rusty's again?
Kimi — Can I borrow your popcorn popper again, Janie?
Kathy Bl — OK, Tom, if you really need me, I'll work at the Pub.
Janice W. — Juanita is still looking for the Black Forest.
Lisa — Turn back old man and let the sun shine in.
Patrice — The telephone for you, again Patrice.
Shep — Shep recently moved to a plantation to enjoy southern hospitality
Janet W. — Surfs up! Let's hit the beach.
Robin — Andy found a wonder of a woman!
Ellie — Our super sunfish sailing sister!
Lulie — Mel-ancholy all fall, eh?
Jeano — she and Duncan make beautiful music together.
Terry — the Ebb-tide came in and swept her away.
Wendy — She has been watching the submarine races with Floyd.
Stacey — Wins an academy award for her performance as Prise i I la pimple.
Linda — Did the European Health Spa send you a Bill?
Schu — Performed as a mushroom in Elem. School but will be remembered for her
Emergency Room performance on Pledge Sunday.
Bev — You'll go along way with tennis, baby.
Kathleen — Some-Thanes on her mind!
Tracey — Our hostess with the mostest.
Nancy D. — Our next contestant on $10,000 Pyramid, Good Luck!
Pam — Colorado Rocky Mt. High!
Cathi W. — What was the attraction in Colorado and Louisiana, could it be a certain
Texan.
Alison — Hurd you had a great time in Europe!
Lyn — Patricelli won the case for Lyn.
Susan — Great Scott! Susan blew the candle!
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Diane reigns supreme over fourth floor of New Women's Dorm and is usually seen with her backgammon board not far away. From not far down the hall
drifts the scent of buttery popcorn and the hum of Sally's sewing machine on which she is whipping up one of her latest creations, which may not be finished in the
near future. Took's mind is on another planet — Venus to be exact, and Sue's is on our first basketball game trying to figure out what exactly landed on her foot that
broke it in numerous different places. Somehow our athletic career has been quite illfated . . . not only did we finish tied with three other teams for fourth place but
our players never seemed to grasp the fundamentals of the game. Wendy couldn't remember which basket was ours . . . It turned out it didn't really matter anyway
since she didn't score even after she knocked down two of the opponent's guards racing towards their basket, and she's our coach!! After Sue S. was injured, she
went to Lee's with Baicairdi, our official mascot. In other forms Baicairdi is quite popular on fourth floor and Yan has been awarded our annual "Dac Queen" title.
Kate was close behind but decided that she better catch up in her work which she suddenly realized she had forgotten about in the trauma of the first month of
school and had to drop out of the running. While we're on the subject of running, Caroline seems to be doing a lot of it down Interlachen and back every morning.
We're trying to encourage Crazy to get up and go with her else how is she going to catch up with men that have longer legs? Meanwhile, we're trying to decide who
saw Barbe last and where exactly it was. Chris is still waiting for the day when she can quit wearing those gymshorts five sizes too big and Beth is waiting to hear
from that boy of hers in Australia. We're all awaiting Pam, Lisa and Rose's return from that land of kangeroos and kaola bears. And thank heavens rush 1 974 went
so well. Anne was going crazy trying to remember all the needed items to entice our prospective pledges, but it was well worth the effort for on Pledge Sunday nine
loined us.
Carmen, Cunde, Cinny, Joan and Sally our Connecticut crew. Mika our Cleveland extension, Cathy our beach bum, Katie our Crow woman, and Kathy our
ariste in residence.
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(1) Diane Hall, (2) Cathy Cipolla, (3) Mika Nastastic, (4) Ginny Sutro, (5) Ann Beck, (6) Katharine McFarland, (7) Lisa Meyer, (8)
Carol inejogerst, (9) Kathy Hewitt, (1 0) Sue Martin, (1 1 ) Sue Stanley, (12) Andrea Dowlen, (1 3) Chris Boesch, (14) Beth Lightbourn,
(15) Sally Ruttger, (1 6) Kate Connett, (1 7) Sally Jayson, (18) Rose McCarthy, (1 9) Carmen Wetmore, (20) Cynthia Cole, (21 ) Joan
O'Sullivan, (22) Wendy Clarke, (23) Pam Wilson, (24) a friend, (25) Jan Goldsmith, (26) Leslie Tooker, (27) Cary Reeves.
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(1 ) Chris French, (2) Tom Wood, (3) Bruce Cay,
(4) John Race, (5) Steve Schott, (6) Jim Rice, (7)
Lee Sparkman, (8) Bryan Chace, (9) John Durkee,
(10) Rick Krough, (11) Bill Apple, (12) Ben
Reynolds, (13) Budd Crossman, (14) John
Bralich, (15) Dave Clark, (16) Pete Daiger, (17)
Rich Pyfrom, (18) Jon Fox, (19) Bo Russell, (20)
Will Krik, (21) Flip Crawford, (22) John Matson,
(23) Ed Danowitz, (24) John Pattyson, (25) Randy
Taylor, (26) Tom Newton, (27) Tim Adlfinger,
(28) Stu Van Arsdale, (29) Bob Reed, (30) Dave
Finch, (31) Pat Watson, (32) Mike Haggis, (33)
Dusty Green, (34) Tim Grant, (35) Chris Harmer,
(36) Charles Race, (37) Greg Michaels, (38) Arch
Blizzard.
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With the coming of the new year, the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon again
embarked on the road in search of lays, rays, and jays only to find a short cut to Peyton
Place. Bobo, our president, paid a visit to divorce court and came away with custody of a
big phone bill from Jacksonville and some empty gin bottles. Randy Taylor, alias Walt
Disney, finally stepped out of Fantasyland and realized he'd never be president. Stu, our
treasurer, is still trying to convince everyone that redeye can be terminal. Pete Daiger
and his trail of heartbroken women proved that a little bit goes a long way. Bruce Keir
and the Lone Ranger have something in common, they both use silver bullets. Arche was
launched into orbit in September and he still hasn't fired his retro rockets. Harmer left six
inches of his height in Agnes' room last year. Eggert is going to make Connie a great wife.
Doc Byrnes spent a lot of time squeezing melons. Piggy Blalock proved how far twenty
five guilders would go in Amsterdam. |im Rice wanted everyone to get naked in his
room. Tom Newton found a ring in a Cracker Jack box and was suddenly engaged. Fast
Eddie proved to be the first living Polock joke. John Fox is engaged to a nice guy. John
Pattyson believes that the Pancake House has the second biggest in town. John "the
bear" Bralick loves his honey. French is unemployed since the police raided the
Japanese Massage Parlor. Godfrey scooped all the Rollins women fall term, so he
decided to go to Columbia and try his luck down there. Mike Haggis won the Harpo
Marx look alike contest. Steve Schot is alive and well and living in a beer can. How ya
feeling, Steve? Tim Grant, the cowboy, is back in the saddle again with the third
baseman of the Baltimore Orioles. John Race went to the beach and came back and
found a "Sandy" bed. Finch, for the last time, Ron Carpenter is not from Thomasville.
Dan DeMenical is engaged to a Club Juana girl. Quite a step up, Dan. Dusty Green is so
full of it his eyes are brown. Flip Crawford thinks he's the big chief, but he's really a
Squaw around Sue Sue. Will "the governor" Kirk and Daiger are playing pass the
woman. Mert Probasco is currently filming a new TV show, "Speed Racer." Charlie
Race, alias the Nads, has found some new women, Rosie and her five sisters. And as it
was last year, Pat Watson remained the only sane person in the house. Pledges and little
sisters, keep up the good work.
First there is a mountain, then there is no mountain, then there is. That's the one
thing we've all learned by now.
The year started out with a bang reminiscent of the time Fab and Seavy launched
a mouse into orbit. However and not-withstanding, we finally picked up the pace and
regained our lustful cravings and capitalistic aspirations — visions of Jaguar dealerships
and club Months, tempered only by a new found respect for the rug-ged halls of the club.
No damages. Soon our collective interests collectively turned toward the pressing need
and important business of procreating maggots. And thanks to our timely union with the
gods at the annual stargazers convention, there sprang from the almighty forehead of
Zeus Boyle, Maggots Ford, Nissim, Jay, John C, Jeff, Todd, Mark, Ted, Dave, Tommy,
Bert, Blake, Dane, Bones, John R., Ron, Paul, Michael, Ken Shook, Hugo, and Bob. And
we were only looking for a few good men. (We weeded out the boys at the now famous
trial by fire (alarm) on the steps of Mills.)
And now on to the Rub Your Dub at the Pub Club. We've all witnessed the
transformation of TKE's into Lambda's, KA's into Guildo's, and Sig-Eps into Phi Delts and
perhaps versa vice. Yet one aspect of Rollins has remained like time, eternally eternal .
.
.The X-Club. We are all we were made up to be, and more and more. We couldn't get
enough and we still can't but we love it like we love each other.
The Club has finally, like the Zen master achieves Satori, achieved Javal logic.
Eggs were not only scrambled but tossed around ... at the Phi Mu house. Some think the
year can be summed up, like the surfer appreciates the crest of the wave, to that most
simple of Club activities that has been maintained and perversed through the
years — the love of sport and the sport of love.
This is the Club that is, was and shall be. We just are. Remember the ward, the
Alamo, Hall Ball, the cages, Dean Pease, Mary, Night Owl Theatre, Nadineandliz, The
Eight Naked.
You can't always get what you want but if you keep trying you might get a check
for club beer. (Thanks to Ed's ablated cortex.)
It is with a sad heart that we release from our apron strings: Bugle, Cuban, J. O.,
Benne, Melody, Doc, Frizzy, Joey, Javal, Mac, and Lee. Best of Luck! Don't forget to
write.
P.S. It might be worth mentioning the fates of old stags gone out to pasture. Ebo is
now wearing a pair of cement shoes bought and paid for in Sarasota. Bob (movin' on)
Morrison may be out to pasture but hasn't forgotten the cows. Mac is back for his fifth
and final bout with academia and claims this to be his most productive year, but we all
know better. Put an ad in the Sandspur! The old man is back — we've made him Club
historian. Kid Rick, you're always welcome in the Club after leaving the Chi O house.
And a bearded clan gathers no rooms — Oh naked steaks!
P.S.S. Bird Man Kane alias Smitty is alive and was last seen on a dinner date with
Heffa.
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(1) Ed Regan, (2) Krista, (3) John
Ourisman, (4) Caroline, (5) Scott
Morrison, (6) Cathy, (7) Beezer
von Hoffman, (8) Suzie, (9) Bob
Boyle, (10) Tommy Wilson, (1 1)
Mike Fabrizio.
(12) Jasmine, (13) Joe Videtta,
(14) Eliot Sheftel, (15) Tulula,
(16) John Seavy, (17) Ted Mac-
beth, (18) Andrea, (19) Kid Rick,
(20) Bob Coons, (21) Jim McAv-
ity, (22) Nissim Astrouk.
(23) Ford Alexander, (24) Mike
Broderick, (25) Hugo Son-
nenschein, (26) Paul Schmidt,
(27) Tommy Kuntz, (28) Bob
Walker, (29) Michael Scott, (30)
Ted Gilbreth, (3 1 ) Jeff Edgar, (32)
Bill Breda, (33) Lee Shepard.
(34) John Ross, (35) David Hall,
(36) Ken Scott, (37) Chris Gross,
(38) Dave Boone, (39) Jim Nor-
ris, (40) Cliff Wilson, (41) Lee
Plumb, (42) Steve Shookus, (43)
Dane Neller, (44) Todd Forline.
In many ways it was an impressive year. Spencer started things off by going out
west and showing up with the biggest load of Coors the east has ever seen. When Belly
saw it he said, "Unfortunately my training comes first, but, how fortunate, Coors is on
my diet." Pigman claims he was unimpressed.
Many of the boys were impressed with the freshman girls. Geoff was really
impressed. Tino was so impressed that he forgot to lock his door. C. Bob the quiet one,
has finally admitted that he too is favorably impressed. Bart was so impressed that he
forsook the boys for the domestic life. Who knows, P.C. and Bart may be brothers again
someday.
It seems that many guys have forsaken a life of celibacy. "Heartthrob" Hadley
found a "devine" friend and to hang up his nickname. Scott H., V2 of last years baboon
act called it quits when his better half arrived. Stuart got carried away and made the big
step. Cordi is still impressed with last years freshman girls.
And the show goes on. Kirk and Bob are still impressed with the unimpressive
Skins. D. J. and Ryan continue to impress themselves. Obelinsky, Artie, and Ward
continue to contribute to their favorite charity, the "beef". Samck and Hal continue to
impress everybody with their sporty "Cortinas". Peak, Sharp and Cabell were impressed
with the dogs. Jimmy came out a winner, Peter came out even, and Cabell came out
puking. Corning nearly lost it, impressively and Andy will never be impressed. Brad
doesn't care, he's tuned in to Gainville.
Dennis is unimpressed with the housing situation. Sack hasn't been seen, he
presumably set his alarm for graduation, see you then. Basketball lones has taken to
wrestling in the halls. Marshman was impressed with the geisha girls in Japan. Brother
Hog is now making appointments, call 647-2341 between midnight and five a.m.
George impressed everybody with the bears.
Then there was the Kangaroo Chapter of the Order, Down Under. Local talent
proved to be something of a myth, Barney had his shipped in. Artie hid in Brooklyn as not
to arouse suspicion. Claude was getting first hand accounts from Dr. Spahr in how to
service dogs when they weren't also hunting. Pledges . . .
Since their pledging there has been nothing but trouble. Under the intellectual
leadership of president Tin McFinn the terrible ten have definitely gone astray. It started
when Morgan Crook and associates (Ed Kelly, Andy Holland, and lohn Shubert) ruined
the fine K.A. reputation of honesty by stealing a Christmas tree from the lobby of a nearby
hotel. In order to help out the police they carefully left a trail of bulbs and tinsel from the
lobby to the Chapter Room. Thanks boys. Smusher got smushed playing soccer for
Belly's Barbarian. Jerry Caldwell was this years only Virginian, while Kurt Dillon kept up
the Panamania tradition. Peter Juan got the host award for his impressive fondue blast.
Jeffrey Glick was this years official delegate to Mardi Gras. As for Chuck ... he has a long
way to go. P.S. Scoop Katenborn, where were you when we needed you.
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(1) Bart Davey, (2) Stuart Scott,
(3) Scott Jones, (4) Steven Spahr,
(5) Jim MacNamara, (6) Bob Col-
lins, (7) Scott Harvard, (8) Mark
Shubert, (9) Kurt Dillon, (10)
George Gregory, (11) Rich
Spencer.
(12) Peter Sharp, (13) Artie Mer-
rill, (14) Charles Venners, (15)
Andy Holland, (16) David
Obolensky, (17) Chris Pigman,
(18) Mike Korchmar, (19) Mike
Perry, (20) Jeff Hadley, (2 1 ) Todd
Griffith, (22) Dennis Pearce.
(23) Spencer Cash, (24) Jeff Glik,
(25) Gordie Eadon, (26) Cable
Williams, (27) Rich Castino, (28)
Geoff Heilman, (29) Jimmy Peak,
(30) Finley Gayle, (31) Hal
George, (32) Brad Clarke, (33) Ed
Kelly, (34) Morgan Zook.
(1) Tony Dale, (2) Craig Watson, (3) Jerry De-
roche, (4) John Steele, (5) Bob Bianco, (6) Fre-
derico Ruiz, (7) Jim Yetter, (8) Ned Putnam, (9)
Bill Gaudreau, (10) Joe Pilley, (11) Peter Alfond,
(12) George Westwood, (13) Steven Cahall, (14)
Paul Uher, (1 5) Ken Agronin, (16) Larry Hart, (1 7)
Brad Benson, (18) Tony Waits, (19) Bill Wegner,
(20) Frank Smith, (21) Frank Joseph, (22) Bob
Eberly, (23) Bill O'Connor, (24) Fred Steiwer,
(25) Bill Walsh, (26) Jim Liakos, (27) Scott Taylor,
(28) Bill Matzkevich, (29) Bill Rodriguez, (30)
Skip Yakopec, (31) Ed Lauth, (32) Hunt Lowry,
(33) Scott Coleman, (34) Ted Northrup, (35) Bill
Walczak, (36) Peter Wadsworth, (37) Ed
Danowitz, (38) Kevin Carney, (39) Dave Erick-
son, (40) Gary Parsons, (41) Timmy Coons.
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On my initial return to Rollins, it seemed only fitting that my first stop be THE HOUSE. My first inclination was to stop at the President's Mansion, Room 102.
"I guess they got outta hand last night, but no sweat, let's have an inch of Pinch." )ust then I heard an innocent scream from the "F's" room and saw Trace running
out of Mike's. Those goddam Kappas no doubt. As I walked out of Ned's room, the Cincinnati Flash played Kung Fu on my sixty dollar white Foot Joys. I was
hesitant to venture upstairs, but this was ridiculous. I walked in on the big guy and found him sipping four Instant Breakfasts in his leisure chair. I could hardly tell
why he was flushed — hard night, I guess. I walked across the hall to call on the resident drunk — couldn't find him — with Arnie no doubt. On now to the Day
Sleepers room only to hear him saying half sleepily, "lots of winners this week, Ame, I guess I can't make it." Not wanting to bother him, I figured Migue would
have a few golf tips, "early to bed, early to rise — keeps you high at least." Undaunted, I moved to Bianco's room and found him inching towards a record.
As I followed Wadsworth in his Dr. Dentons to the bathroom, I found Russo (the Italian Pele) laying the good rap on the urinal. Suddenly I heard a clamoring
thunder on Scott's door, only to see Watson disenchanted with the living accommodations. Even Ahrnsbrak can't replace a single in the house, I guess. I tigured
that at least Skinny would be able to fill me in, but Kathy led him astray.
Although I didn't know the sophomores well, I figured this was as good a time as any. I guessed wrong. As the music blasted through the hall, pretty boy Rod
introduced me to the fatalities of the previous night. Lowry, the fool hearted S.C., was bitching about how much work he had to do while Pilley did it all. Fogle
complained that M.W. couldn't do it anyway while Walsh comforted him with one of Gordie's secrets. I was surprised to see Yetter detached from Sherry's cherry,
but understood his plight as Caudreau tumbled to the floor on top of Biddinger's already prone body. The old man was trying to lead a fight song but could only
conjour Lerman and Paulson (I hope he didn't let me down) to his cause. They were out of it anyway. As I walked to the stairwell, I couldn't help but notice
DeRoche and Bascom pleading with the freshmen to accompany them to the beach.
With high expectations I climbed to the third floor only to be blown away by the infamous wrecking crew. As I entered the pool hall, Lorenzo was giggling
about Gary's horsesh— shot, and jimmy countered with a quick brush and a look in the mirror. "I look alright," he thought, "but I wish I had Larry's ass." Benny was
burnt out on the balcony as Matz cried for relief from the unbearable pressures of intercollegiate sports. I saw Touch subdued on the bed with visions of Zeke
dancing through his head. And where have all the scholars gone? Next door perhaps, but it was not, since Gruntz' spreads were much too hot. The only doctoring
he would do would be against the odds. I figured the Nar-Nars were always good for a laugh and Pubic proved it with his rendition of the fabulous Timmy Coons.
Now in the dark, Pubic has not faltered without the Dawn. As I quietly leaked in the john, I was astonished to find Dexter Alfond passed out in the toilet. Maybe that
was an oriental custom from the era of Whu Flung Poo. Finally I reached the summit — the palace of palaces. I couldn't help but wonder who would be the joyful
occupant of the room that had petitioned me to the streets for a year. I stumbled in and fell amidst a pile of Jocks. As I stretched them apart I vaguely recognized Skee
instuctingSmitty on the perils of pro baseball and the hazards of married life. It took me awhile but I finally realized that Kentuck had been virtually calmed by that
good ol' Kentucky Blue Grass. I hastened his awakening and witnessed his arousal to the tune of — "Gotta Find Me a Woman." He quietly acknowledged my
presence and I knew I'd better vacate the premises. I ran down the stairs and caught Fico in a tranquil salute to the almightly Columbo. I briskly passed him by and
walked to the front door. I envisioned several brothers' accomplishments could have been mine. Howland certainly wouldn't have outscored the great William
Murphy, nor would Yakopec or Biddinger have been able to dazzle the crowd with their great feats. Eberly and Westwood passed unsuspectingly by, never
acknowledging the presence of the man who added too many years of service to the brotherhood. Dishearten ingly I entered my valiant Valiant and felt the tingle of
nostalgia as Waits and Patricelli passed by in their most elegant of styles. Had I missed the boat, I wondered? My fleeing thoughts only concerned the future — to
the pledges I would advise, old Lambdas never die, they just fade away.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
It has been said, mainly by the guys next door, that theTKE's had a banner year; at least some guys learned not to run a flag pattern against our neighbors. Big
Ed might not agree about the banner year, though. He got himself into deep water, and a broken finger to boot when he tried to learn to use a pain, Polack style.
Speaking of Slavs, Pavlov would wet his pants if he saw the way Carolina's pants drop whenever Duke cracks the whip. BooBoo has managed to avoid the Whip
this year, though not for lack of trying. His method, he hisses, is to push the ejection button everytime he hits the "Drivers Seat," so to speak, Sadler, our leather
freak, was having himself Ty-ed down every night for a while, but now spends all his time trying to erase his roomie's Big Mistake. Cam went OTR fall term and got
kicked out of the house. He headed for Chicago, but stopped off in JT's room en-root for Puerto Rico. Rumor also has it that the reason Hoff drops so many banana
splits in that Sylvia's mother greased his fingers so that he couldn't cling to any vines. Booner hasn't really quit sodomy, he's just switched from peacocks to five
dogs at night. Hooves said Puckett all and split for Australia. We hear he and Hunts have shed their clothes, and are still wondering what Craig does at 1 2:30 in the
afternoon. Lydes was lucky he didn't get Sued for his escapade at Eight-Days Inn, but paid for it when he Chucked at the Smoker. By the way CKL, how was the
Leadership Conference in Lakeland? The big rumor now is that Franco once slept at night, but when asked he replied, "Does I'm a d — O practice on his organ?"
All we know is that it gets harder and harder, to listen to it, that is. When he practices, though, he throws Smitty out of the room, but the CK KID doesn't mind, he
watched the Krude sights at Evil People until his eyes pop out. Drescher is worried that Wards may transfer him to New Jersey for monkeying around, so he is
contemplating dropping out of it all and |oining the Maureens. Pong, our jock, may wield a mean paddle, but his real claim to fame is with the Cue. WB and OB
even got together and named a pool trick after him. It's doubtful that OB got in on the brainwork part, for it is well known that he's so useless, he couldn't even get it
up for money (you might say for a fee) Big Bad Dave has been thinking???? of transferring that nine bucks a eg a U-Va. The jimmer claims he got busted when he
tried Gay Liberation. He says, "Eye felt like a boob." Snuggles keeps one of Commander's old collars in her room, and they say it glows on the few occasions that
GT Wells turns the heat on. If you didn't get that one read the graffiti in the Center Stall. Nisko was unable to "plug" his Sex Machine in his new MG, so he found a
stray mutt and tried to drive to Deland, without his car keys. Speaking of driving, there were reports of Buffalochips all over 1-15, but the troopers, when they caught
the culprit, remembering the rush meeting, decided to tak his money. Ever since Wild Bill bought a new Blazer, he'd had Mr. Spock beaming down on his K-
tendencies. Spic, in his quest for old snow, has found that there's no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, only an active Magic Room. The search isn't over though,
for he still asks, "where are the snows of yesteryear?"
(1) Cameron Swift, (2) Bill Cald-
well, (3) Jeff Morgan, (4) David
Ford, (5) Bob Hay, (6) Ted Fajen,
(7) Alan Boone.
(8) Amado Bobadilla, (9) Paul
Gleason, (10) Jed Stander, (11)
Buddy Hanley, (12) Dick Stager,
(13) Jeff Ballard, (14) Jim Hoff-
man.
(1 5) Sylvia Milera, (16) Jim
Gewin, (17) Chuck Lytle, (18)
Jim Calais, (19) Vicki Lockwood,
(20) Joe Nolan, (21 ) Kim Reniska.
(22) Kim Gillen, (23) Craig Mor-
rison, (24) Densie Duquette, (25)
Brian Moore, (26) Steve King,





This year is probably the most successful in the history of
Florida Beta, Phi Delta Thets. The Phi have become one of
the strongest houses on campus and can look forward to a
very prosperous future. And now for a few timely comments
about our illustrious brothers . . .
O. J. gets a $50 dollars certificate for grill cheese sandwiches
. . .
watch out for that new thriller "Dora . . . Dora . . . Dora"
The Whale an endangered specie was caught by some new
Bates.
Professor Bradley becomes the latest Phantom Phi with Econ
test in one hand and tennis racket in the other.
Hud could not deKlein a Theta invitation. B.F.E. went to the
beach one day and found a Shelly and now she's got him by
the belly. Will Graves went to the Banks looking for a loan,
but got slipped a Micky instead.
)ohn Hanlon after a late migration, because of "Pulling a
Hanlon", the "Beak Man" cherped his way into a new nest,
but the Holly wouldn't stay.
Mike Mertens the Phi's Brazilian counterpart to Easy Rider.
Hudgo, good luck in your new endeavors. Crockett! How's
your married life after working at the Pub?
Kelvy, best wishes to the first married undergraduate Phi.
Better
David Steph, who still hates girls, says he will accept a
proposal from Tish only if she gets down on one knee. If not
Adios amigo. Greg, stop talking, you might make more sense.
Dave "Wistar" still enrolled in school has increased his
world record for "fox day" to 365 days just this last year.
Mac returns as the "Lone Star" in the fifth year showing of
one of our biggest hits "Texans: Reality or Myth".
Sam — Thanks from the DuBois Health Center for keeping it
open again this year. Fall term in Australia was The Best!
Right, Carla? King Fulton III — To our Lord and King, our
meaningless lives have been brought alive with a burning
hunger for life and death by your shadow. To thee our most
gracious "Sire" we give on to you the keys of the kingdom
which when opened by your greatness will yield
. . .
nothing.
Keep the Booser barking.
Pledges its quality not quantity that counts. Get it Block, we
are laughing at you not with you!!! ! (Guess who?) Beware our
dear pledges, crazy Chris may return in '75. And from the 4th
floor to those who hear the beat of a different drummer, we
can provide the bridge but not the vehicle to bring you over
with.
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(1 ) Mike Merthens, (2) John Han-
Ion, (3) Greg Peele, (4) Steve
McAullif, (5) Sandy Gordon, (6)
Orlando Santiago, (7) Dave
Wismar, (8) Billy Barker, (9)
Dave Fleming, (10) David Steph.
(11) John Huddleston, (12) Kel-
vey Costin, (13) Eeph Helton,
(14) Tim Merkens, (15) Chris
Domijan, (16) Ken Block, (17)
Pete Powell, (18) Bob Escher,
(19) George Schwietser, (20)
Steve Miller.
(21) Dennis Pennachio, (22)
Glenn Mekles, (23) Rob Bayley,
(24) John Clixby, (25) Will
Graves, (26) John Davies, (27)
Craig Dittrich, (28) Smith Ben-




(Standing, left to right) Todd Marsh, Duke Marsh, Clay Biddinger, Eric Manasse, Bob Birdson, Marty Wiman, Sandy Gordon,
Spencer Cash, Dave Welsh, Mark Crockett, Ed Lauth, John Huddleston. (Kneeling) Jeff Fischer, Mike Fogle, Skip Yakopec, Chris
Domigan, Wolf DeRussow, Bob Hartman, Peter Powell. (Sitting) Larry Hauser, Chris Schmitt, Bill McCalmont, Steve McAuliff,





(Above, left to right) Linda Wert, Ann Beck, Lynn Welsh, Ann Flint, Cissie Collins, Liz Broughton, Nancy Yeargin, Rayni Fox, Bev
Buckley, Chris Boesch, Connie Peters, Candy Harris, Randy Gulick, Wendy Clark.


(First row, left to right) John Bennett, Steve Cah ill, Ted MacBeth, John Steele, Bob Massey, Norm Copeland; (Second row) Ed














(First row, left to right) Todd Munson, Bruce McAllister, Skip Yakopec, Jim Liakos, Woody Keyes, Frank Smith, Bill O'Connor, John
Castino, Dave Hall, Hal Staats; (second row) Mr. Shirley, Jim Poropatich, Brad Benson, Kevin Carney, Larry Hart, Bill Matzkevich,
Tom Anderson, Ted O'Neill, Bill Miller, Scott Trethaway, Hohn Brickley, Blake Lorenz, Dan O'Brien, Mike Johnson, Bill
Walczak. 233
(Left to right, first row) R. Noel, D. Freeman, S. Dishman, E. Bailey, W. Bergen, M. Banks, B. Leoplod, M. Wolf, (Second row) A.
Lee, D. Carion, C. Bates, N. G regory, J. Wooldridge, C. Buttner, K. Patterson, K. Kramer, L. Mallon, B. Johnson, N. Blodgett, S.
McKeon, A. Parrish, L. Brown, (Third row) B. Hay, F. Beal, L. Hickey, T. Courtney, D. Holder, B. Potter, K. Scott, M. Burns, B.















(Above) Gary Rankin, Photographer, (left)
Kim Michele Flagstad, Editor. (Opposite
page, left to right): Kim Flagstad, Gay Rowe,
Thish Pfingst, Peter Wadsworth, Richard
Teinhart, Hope Silliphant, Alan Terry (assist,
editor), Mary Lowell, Nan McHenry.
DRESSES
A
is Aberra do Frederick Macwithey.
622 N. Lake Ave., Apopka, Fla. 32703
Elynn Ann Abrahams. 272 N. Park Ave.,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14216
Dale Abramson. 821 S. Wymore Apt 2,
Altamonte Spg, Fla. 32701
Maury Abraham. 5701 26th St.. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20015
Elissa Abruzzo. 7 Bolton Gardens,
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
Molly C. Adams. 8063 San Jose Blvd.,
Jacksonville, Fla. 32217
Lisa Addeo. 1016 N.W. 30th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. 3331 1
Timothy Adlfinger. White Pine Dr., Brook-
field, Ct. 06805
Jane Adler. 1081 NE 95th St., Miami
Shores, Fla. 33138
Carol Ann Agresti. 495 Pinelawn Ave.,
Copiaque, N.Y. 11726
Kenneth Agronin. 11 Berkley Dr.,
Lockport, N.Y. 14094
Leslie Ann Ahrens. 2224 Stackhouse Dr.,
Yardley, Pa. 19067
Michael Ahrnsbrak. 2061 Golf Course Dr.,
Reston, Va. 22091
Sally Albrecht. 3272 Oak Knoll Dr., Cleve-
land, Oh. 44124
John Alexander. 2181 Troon Rd., Houston,
Tx. 77019
Peter Alfond. 127 Solver St., Waterville,
Me. 04901
Mark Allen. Newmarket Rd., Warner, N.H.
03278
Domingo Alvarez. 6143 Pickering Ct., Or-
lando, Fia. 32808
Heidi Ambrose. 29282 Chenwood Ct.,
Farmington, Mi. 48024
Gaetana Anastasia. 17300 NW 27th Ave.,
Carol City, Fla. 33055
Mary Anderson. 361 W. Kings Way.,
Winter Park, Fla. 32789
Nancy Anderson. 323 Millwood Rd., Mt.
Kisco, N.Y. 10549
Ransom Anderson. R.R. Box 59A, Vero
Beach, Fla. 32960
Thomas John Anderson. 761 Fairacres
Ave., Westfield, N.J. 07090
Carolyn Andreen. 10819 Pebble Brook
Ln., Potomac, Md. 20854
Helen Andres. Chatham Hall, Chatham,
Va. 24531
Carol Ansehl. 8020 Datona Dr., St. Louis,
Mo. 63105
Kathleen Anthony. 5830 Beechmont Blvd.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
R. Tate Anthony. 422 W. Moreland Ave.,
Philadephia, Pa. 1911
8
Lura Apfelbach ™1 Westmoreland, Lake
Forest, II. 600
William Apple. 502 E. Cavenaugh St., Wal-
lace, N.C. 28466
Robert Kent Arblaster. 2135 Chippewa
Trail., Maitland, Fla. 32751
Karen Arias. Calle 24. 12EnSanche
Paraiso, Santo Domingo, Dominican Re-
public
Andrew Reig Arluck. 430 E. 86th St., New
York, N.Y. 10028
Cecilia Armstrong. Rancho De Los Cabal-
leros, P.O. Box 1148, Wickenburg, Az.
85358
Barbara Arnold. 4745 Ortega Blvd.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Mark Arnold. 22500 Shelburne Rd., Shaker
Height, Oh. 44122
Melvin Chester Arnold Jr. 22500 Shelburne
Rd., Shaker Heights, Oh. 44122
Peter Arnold Jr. Middlesex School/Lowell.
Concord, Ma.
Victoria Artel. 2222 SE 1 9th St., Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fl. 33316
Astrouk Nis5im. 13 Ester Hamalka St., Tel
Aviv Israel
Robin Attee. 8050 Indian Hill Rd., Cincin-
nati, Oh. 45243
Richard Atwood. 4723 Post St., Jackson-
ville, Fl. 32205
Leslie Aufzien. 100 U Mountain Ave.,
Montclair, N.J. 07042
Nancye Ausbon. 2171 4th Lane, Naples,
Fl. 33940
Charlene Austerberry. 962 Berkshire Road,
Grosse Pt. Pk, Mi. 48230
Rdell E. Austin. 19 Sheffield St., Oakland,
N.J. 07436
Lisa Avchen. 4 Bellevue Ave., Rumson,
N.J. 07760
B
Lynn Bacigalupi. 4420 N.E. 19th Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
James Scott Backer. 5408 Milan Dr., Or-
lando, Fla. 32810
E. Nelia Bacmeister. 100 Herburn Rd., Clif-
ton, N.J. 07012
Barbara Del Baer. 1562 Thomas Circle,
Charleston, W.V. 25314
Annell Catherine Bagge. 34 Daffodil Lane,
Cos Cob, Ct. 06807
Eleanor Bailey. P.O. Box P-223, S.
Dartmouth, Ma. 02748
Cynthia Baird. 3806 Riverbiew Blvd., W.
Bradenton, Fl. 33505
Patricia Baker. Apt. 612 Montreal 215.
4350 Sherbrooke St. W., Quebec, Canada
James Baldwin. 1 700 Sunset Strip, Sunrise,
Fl. 33313
Jeffrey Ballard. 232 Doverwood Rd., Fern
Park, Fl. 32730
Belinda Banick. 4700 Bay Point Rd.,
Miami, Fl. 33137
Michelle Banks. 317 NW 35th St., Boca
Raton, Fl. 33432
Donald J. Barbour. 1118 Briercliff Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32802
Glen C. Barclay. 4837 Ute St Orlando, Fl.
32809
Richard Alan Barfield. 530 Byron Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
William Barker III. 55 Willow Glen N.E.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30342
Anne Frences Barnes. 9601 Wadsworth
Dr., Bethesda, Md. 20034
Deborah Jean Barnett. 2199 Oglesby Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Egenia Barney. 2415 Venetia Rd., Mobile,
Al. 36605
Robert Brian Barnhill. 780 Belleau Wood
Dr., Akron, Oh. 44303
Kris Alan Barstow. 31 Valentine La.,
Longmont, Co. 80501
Lynne Ann Bartlett. 842 Wynnwood Rd.,
Camp Hill, Pa. 1701
1
Howard Bascom. 1040 W. 53 Terrace,
Kansas City, Mo. 641 12
Janet Basmajian. 152 Linden Dr., Cohas-
set, Ma. 02025
David Bass. 1849 Loch Berry Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Hollis Batchelor. 8750 Ponce De Leon Rd.
So., Miami, Fl. 33143
Christina Bates. Box 934 Rt. 2, Umatilla, Fl.
32884
Henry J. Battagliola. 4922 Van Buren St.,
Hollywood, Fl. 33021
Linda Battisti. 198 Ocean Blvd., Golden
I Beach, Fl. 33160
George Bausewine. 7305 Graves Rd., Cin-
cinnati, Oh. 45243
Robert Bayley. 27 Hereford St., Boston,
Ma. 021 15
Sharon Ann Bazley. 789 Mapledale Rd.,
Orange, Ct. 06477
Jack E. Beal. 1563 Ponce De Leon Dr., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Jacquelene Bearsch. 9211 Beauclere Cir-
cle, Jacksonville, Fl. 32217
Liza Beasley. 2401 Barcelona Dr., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Anne Louise Beck. Apto 107 Bis General
Motor De Mexico., Mexico City, Mexico
Peter James Becker. 65 Mary Ann La.,
Wyckoff, N.J. 07481
Kirsten Beeh. 475 N.W. 9th Ave., Boca
Raton, Fl. 33432
J. Carter Beese. 250 Manchester Rd., River
Edge, N.J. 07661
Barbara Ann Begun. 165 W. 197th St.,
Bronx, N.Y. 10468
Elaine Lee Behr. Great Road, Pinceton, N.J.
08540
Gaeta Bell. 61 Tatum Dr., Middletown,
N.J. 07748
Pamela Benjamin. R.D. 6 Belle Manor,
Flemington, N.J. 08822
Smith Benners. 9039 Devonshire, Dallas,!*:
Tx. 75209
John Watson Bennett. Brambletye La., Oldfci
Field, N.Y. 1 1733 |e<
Leslie Graham Bennett. 7727 Perugia Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Robert S. Bennett. 2800 Allendale PL
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008
Bradley John Benson. 44 Greenhill Rd.,
Westwood, Ma. 02090
Keren Lynn Benson. 1238 Midway Dr.,
Columbus, Ga. 31906
Konda Benson. 107 Cherry Hill Circle.
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Wendy Bergen. 860 No. Street, Green-
wich, Ct. 06930
Ellice Jane Berson. 271 1 Avenue X, Brook
lyn, N.Y. 1 1235
Sybil Best. P.O. Box 96,Sanford, Fl. 32771
Philip R. Bethell. P.O. Box 6234, Nassau,
Bahamas
Robert Peter Bianco. 3 Silver Lakes Dr.,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Stephen Bianco. 3 Silver Lakes Dr., Darien
Ct. 06820
Linda Ann Bickett. Lauralyn Farm Mill Rd.
WhiteHouse St., N.J. 08889
Clay Biddinger. 290 Berryhill Rd., Syosset,
N.Y. 11991
Barry Billets. 329 E. Earl Ave., Melbourne,
Fl. 32901
Laura Bills. 6670 S. High St., Littlton, Co
80121
Karl Binder. 327 Broad St., Sewickley, Pa
15143
Mark Binford. 1319 Oak Hill Ave.,
Hagerston, Md. 21740
Robert Birdsong. 61 Grover La., W.
Caldwell, N.J. 07006
Diane Ellen Bissett. 273 1 North Park Plvd.,
Cleveland Hts., Ohio 441 18
Martha Bixler. 40 E. Brunswick Ave., In-
dianapolis, In. 46227
Susan Black. 1 Rockerfeller Plaza, New k
York, N.Y. 10020
Constance Blackmon. 4944 W. Jackson]
St., Orlando, Fl. 3281 1
Frances Stuart Blake. 7524 Club Rd., RoxJ
ton, Md. 21204
Mary Katherine Blake. 618 Callahan St.J
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Steven P. Blakemore. P.O. Box 1089,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
James Madden Blalock. 148 Brackett Rd.,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
John Blalock. 148 Brackett Rd.,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
Karen Bleckner. 540 West Tropical, Planta-
tion, Fl. 33314
Eric S. Bleke. 4266 Exeter Close N.W., At-
lanta, Ga. 30327
Archibald Blizzard III. 514 Willow Ave.
Ambler, Pa. 19002
John Michael Brennan. 651 West St.
Southinton, Ct. 06489
Stephen Campbell. 876 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10021
Edward Chianese. 31-30 Rosemarie Dr.,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
Kenneth Block. Windsor Gate, Great
Neck, N.Y. 1 1020
Nancy Blodgett. 132 Lagoon Dr., North-
field, II. 60093
Mary Ann Blough. 901 Keystone Ave.,
Clearwater, Fl. 33516
Richard Blundell. 130 Spring Cove Trail,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Amado Bobadilla. 5465 Barton Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32807
Christine Boesch. 8433 Citrus La., New
Orleans, La. 70123
Debbie Bogatin. 7653 Edgewater Dr., Lake
;
Clarke Shr., Fl. 33406
David Boone. Spring Hollow Rd., St.
James, N.Y. 11780
Alan Boone. 3600 Heritage Dr., Mobile,
Al. 36601
Scott Boone. 717 Boulevard, Westfield,
N.J. 07090
Cynthia Booth. 630 N. Euclid, Oak Park, II.
60302
Peter Booth. P.O. Box 292, Belmont, N.H.
03220
Nadine Ann Bortman. Apt 721. 2939 Van
Ness St. N.W., Washington, D.C.
Caro-Gray Bosca. 515 W. Home Rd.,
Springfield, Oh. 45504
Stephen Bottomley. 58 Ocean Blvd., Rye
Beach, N.H. 03871
Paula Boucher. 340 Wakefield St., W.
Warwick, R.I. 02893
Linda Jane Bowes. 81 5 Windsor Rd., Glen-
view, II. 60025
Janet Bowers. 6315 Lenneal Bch. Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32810
Cary Boyd. 494 Warn Springs Dr., Fair-
born, Oh. 45324
Rebeckah Boyett. 1098 Oxford Rd., At-
lanta, Ga. 30306
Robert Foster Boyle. 834 Parkes Run Lane,
Villanova, Pa. 19085
Robert Lee Bradley, Jr. 2157 Pine Valley,
Houston, Tx. 77019
William Brady. Frost Mill Rd„ Mill Neck,
N.Y. 11765
Anne Cynthia Brafa. 4440 N.W. 30 Court,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33313
John Bralich Jr. 39 Chateau Dr., Oakdale,
N.Y. 11769
Mark Bramblett. 6 11 8 Chipola Circle, Or-
lando, Fl. 32809
Gilda Lee Brandon. 7605 Mandarin Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Sherry Braun. 87 Main St., Metuchen, N.J.
D8840
Lynn Brazer. 33 Woodland Rd., New Ca-
naan, Ct. 06840
William Breda Jr. Clark Hill, East Hampton,
It. 06424
John Brickley. 81 Laurel St., Melrose, Ma.
02176
Katherine Bridges. 855 Eldorado Ave.,
Clearwater Bh., Fl. 33515
Deborah Britt. 353 Ridgemeadow Dr.,
Chesterfield, Mo. 6301 7
Michael Broderick. 650 Sherwood Rd.,
HoHoKus, N.J. 07423
Denise Brookins. 3313 Percival Ave.,
Miami, Fl. 33133
Elizabeth Broughton. 47 Dogwood Rd.,
Morristown, N.J. 07960
Gerard Brown. 485 S. 2nd St., Lindenhurst,
N.Y. 1 1751
Linda Brown. 965 Castlegate Ct., Lake
Forest, II. 60045
Ann Brownlee. 1860 Winchester Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Kimberly Broxton. 1007 LaSalle St., Tam-
pa, Fla. 33607
Patricia Brunner. 680 Royal Palm P., Vero
Beach, Fl. 32960
Debra Brusnahan. Blunts Dr. Box 225,
New Egypt, N.J. 08533
Janice Buckey. 3574 Ridgewood Rd., To-
ledo, Oh. 43606
Beverly Buckley. 4308 Woodland Ave.,
Des Moines, la. 50312
Elizabeth Buckley. Mulberry. Plantation
Cottage C. Amden, S.C.
Jill Burgess. Box 63., Ames, N.Y.
Bernard Burnham. 3471 Cherokee Ave.,
Columbus, Ga. 31906
Mark Burns. 2416 Sherbrooke Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Robert Burrell. Connors Rd., Centerville,
Ma. 02632
Rebecca Ann Bushko. 2161 Ramsey Rd.,
Monroeville, Pa. 15146
Cynthia Buttner. 158 Sandwich St.,
Plymouth, Ma. 02360
Blair Byrd. 2833 Canterbury Rd., Birmin-
gham, Al. 35223
Mary Alice Byrnes. 318 Eutau Ct., Ind.
Harb. Bch., Fl. 32937
John Francis Byrnes Jr. 318 Eutau Ct., Ind.
Harb Bh., Fl.J f " 'Jam IHh
C
Lawrence Steven Cahall. 304 Crestwood
Lane, Largo, Fl. 33540
James Gary Calais. 2203 Foxwood Dr.,
Orange Park, Fl. 32073
Jeremy Caldwell. P.O. Box 116, Burgess,
Va. 22432
William Caldwell. 108 Yacht Haven Dr.,
Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Ian Cameron. 55 Lamplighter La., Mas-
sapeque, N.Y. 11758
Steve Campbell. 287 St. Could Ave., W.
Orange, N.J. 07052
David Candee. 4000 S. Hudson Way, En-
glewood, Co. 801 10
Elizabeth Cannon. 2958 Iroquois Rd.,
Memphis, Tn. 381 1
1
Lucy Capehart. 7701 N. Pennsylvania, In-
dianapolis, In. 46240
Sunni Caputo. 578 Riverside Dr., Ormond
Bch., Fl. 32074
Ferdinand Carangelojr. 328 North St., Bos-
ton, Ma. 02113
Karen Carow. 827 Mayfair Circle, Orlan-
do, Fl. 32803
Lori Carlman, 23 Neptune St., Beverly, Ma.
01915
Carl Ivan Carlson. Rt. 3 Box 525,
Greensboro, N.C. 27410
Kevin Carney. 47 Sandy Lane, Burlington,
Vt. 05401
Gordon Carpenter. 613 Georgetown Dr.,
Casselberry, Fl. 32707
Laura Anne Carpenter. 501 8 St. Germaine
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Eugene Carr. 666 Anchor Rode Dr.,
Naples, Fl. 33940
Marjorie Carr. 666 Anchor Rode Dr.,
Naples, Fl. 33940
Susan Carr. 201 E. Vanderbilt, Orlando, Fl.
32804
Anina Carrion. 100 S. Warbler La. Bird
Key, Sarasota, Fl. 33577
Annette Caruso. 230 El Pueblo Way., Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
P. Spencer Cash, Jr. 227 Riverside Dr.,
Morganton, N.C. 28655
John Castino. 256 Kenilworth Ave., Kenil-
worth, II. 60043
Richard Castino. Box 512, Lakeville, Ct.
06039
Eugenia Castleman. Deltec Banking Corp.
P.X. Box 3229, Nassue, Bahamas
Sherri Cato. 310 Dellwood Ave., Dayton,
Oh. 45419
Robert Cay Jr. 70 Martins La., Hingham,
Ma. 02043
Graydon Cayce. 1035 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10028
Bryan Chace. 2516 Shades Crest Rd., Bir-
mingham, Al. 35216
Scott Chaffee. P.O. Box 869, Longwood,
Fl. 32750
Donald Chain. 8661 Cinti-Dayton Rd., W.
Chester, Oh. 405069
Elaine Charles. 210 East 4th St., Hialeah,
Fl. 33010
Anna Chattey. Cedarlawn Rd., Irvington-
Hudson, N.Y. 10533
Frances Cheston. 9012 Crefeld St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Zeineb Chourou. 2100 Howell Branch
Rd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Nancy Christensen. 320 Winter Ave., Big
Rapids, Mi. 49307
Cathy Cipolla. 400 Nassau St., Princeton,
N.I. 08540
Bradley Clark. 423 Ocean Ave.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
David Clark. 765 Howell Dr., Newark, Oh.
43055
Julie Clark. 11301 Farmland Dr., Rockvil-
le, Md. 20852
Pamela Clark. 3608 Tupelo Pl„ Alexan-
dria, Va. 22304
Rhomas Clark III. Shunks Misery Rd., Lo-
cust Valley, N.Y. 1 1560
Wendy Clark, 534 Greenhurst Dr.,
Pittsburg, Pa. 15243
Cynthia Clarke. 39 Shadow La., New Ca-
naan, Ct. 06840
Constance Clay. 230 Edgewater Dr., Coral
Gables, Fl. 33133
Ann Cleary. 539 White Pond Dr., Akron,
Oh. 44320
|ohn Clixby. Baslow Hall. Bakewell. Derb-
shire, England
Gumi Co. 12 Hibiscus Dr. Rt. 2, Maitland,
Fl. 32751
Catherine Cochrane. 6590 Burning Ree
Dr., Seminole, Fl. 33542
Barbara Cohen. 9 Van Breenen Ct., Upper
Montciair, N.J. 07043
Deborah Cohen. 1181 Bimini La., Riveria
Bch., Fl. 33404
Peter Cohen. 2130 Subvury PI. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20012
Sherry Cohen. 73 K St., Hull, Ma.
Cynthia Cole. 10341 N. Range Line Rd.,
Mequon, Wi. 53092
Gregory Cole. 1 1 9 Kennedy Lane, Bryn
Mawr, Pa. 19010
Jack Cole. 172 East Towne PL, Titusville,
Fl. 32780
Debora Coleman. F-5 3909 Campbellton
Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30331
James Coleman. 5 Water Street, Charles-
ton, S.C. 29401
Scott Alan Coleman. 3 LaSalle Ave., Rye,
N.Y. 10580
Victoria Coleman. 173 Pinewoods Ave.,
Troy, N.Y. 12180
Roy Colin. 395 Chelsea St., Paramus, N.I.
07652
Jay Colling. 1827 Venetian Way, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Catherine Collins. 1823 Arlington, Ann
Arbor, Mi. 48104
Robert Collins. National City Bank. P.O.
Box 5756, Cleveland, Oh. 44101
Lori Comer. 3529 Richardson Ave.,
Nashville, Tn. 37205
George Cone. 626 N. Semoran Blvd., Or-
lando, Fl. 32807
Elizabeth Connelly. 7 Emerson Rd., Brook-
ville, N.Y. 1 1545
Katherine Connett. 215 Riverside Ave.,
Riverside, Ct. 06878
Edward Frederick Connor. 700 Kempton
Dr., Knoxville, Tn. 37919
Gregory Connolly. 1 8 Union St., Manches-
ter, Ma. 01944
Karen Conrad. 5202 Knollton Rd., In-
dianapolis, In. 46208
William Conroy Jr. AptC. 401 E. Fairbanks
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lisa Contant. Apt. 231. 1 555 Tarpon
Center Rd., Venice, Fl. 33595
Elizabeth Cooke. Rt. 2 Box 115A, Frog-
more, S C. 29920
Timothy Coons. 500 E. 77 St. 1223, New
York, N.Y. 10021
Henry Allen Cooper. 1216 Ayrshire St., Or-
lando, Fl. 32803
Lois Cooper. 7121 W. Greenvale Pkwy.,
' Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Denise Coppenhaver. 2916 Ambergate
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789




Stanley Cording. 2705 Dellwood Dr., Or-
jj
lando, Fla. 32806
jl Russell Corkhum. 9 Apple Tree La., Bar-
' rington, R.I. 02806
Lawrence Corning. 458 Worth Ave., Palm
Beach, Fl. 33308
I
Costin McKelvy. Union Natl. Bk of Pitts-
j: burgh, Wimbledon Pk Apts 14, Orlando
j
Fl. 32803
Ernest Courtney. RR4 Royster Rd.,
Lexington, Ky. 40505
I Constance Covert. 156 Seabreeze Ave.,
Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
i|j Julia Coyle. 1 542 Bedford Rd., Charleston,
WV 25314
Eileen Craddock. 765 S. Atlantic Ave.,
Cocoa Bch., Fl.
Philip Crawford. Piping Rock Road, Locust
' Valley, N.Y. 11560
;
Sheree Crew. 3800 Hastings Dr.,
: Richmond, Va. 23235
t Anne Crichton. 7027 Orchid La., Dallas,
j
Tx. 75230




Mark Crone. Square Pond, Shapleigh, Me.
04076
I;.'
Stephen ie Crooks. 5295 Jessamine La., Or-
lando, Fla. 32809
Budd Crossman. 15 Willomere Circle,
Riverside, Ct. 06878
Kevin Crowley. 33 Colby Rd., Wellesley,
Ma. 02181
Brian Brownover. 1912 Diamond Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Victor Crumity. 2240 5th St. N.E., Winter
Haven, Fl. 3 3880
Michael Cudahy. 742 Slope Trail, Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
Errol Cunningham. P.O. Box 38 Prospect
Cadet Tr Centre. Ocho Rios. Jamaica W.1
Susan Curran. 408 Temple St., Satellite
Bch., Fl. 32917
Nancy Curry. 79 Gordon Dr., Easton, Pa.
18042
Solomon C. Curry. 347 NW 84th St.,
Miami, Fl. 33150
Kate Curtin. 101 Clinton Ave., Montclair,
N.J. 07042
Carol Curtis. 6405 Gifford La., Temple
Hills, Md. 20031
Julie Curtis. 509 Palm Trail, Delray Beach,
Fl. 33444
Michael Curto. 2309 Summerfield Rd.,
Winter Pk., Fl. 32789
D
Peter Daiger. 4627 Butterworth PI. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20016
Linda Lee Dale. 24 Apple Hill Hollow,
Casselberry, Fl. 32750
Anthony Dale. 1 1 Grandview Ave., Law-
renceville, N.J. 08648
Cyndy DAlessandro. 52 Hawthorne Rd.,
Essex Fells, N.J. 07021
Helen Damascos. Sismanogloy 8. Psyhi-
kon. Palaion, Greece
Nancy Ellicott Dandy. 6000 Hunt Club La.,
Baltimore, Md.
Robert Daniel. 712 Faircastle Ave.,
Severna Pak, Md. 21 146
John Daniels III. 927 W. 13th St., Sanford,
Fl. 32771
Edward Danowitz Jr. 700 Hermitage Dr.,
Altamonts Spg., Fl.
Bernard Davey III. 1402 Park Ave.,
Richmond, Va. 23220
Deidre Ann David. 791 Middle River Dr.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
Robert Davimos. 70 Winding Way, West
Orange, N.J. 07052
Michael Davino. 63 Walnut Ave., Red
Bank, N.J. 07701
Edward Davis. 32 Crabtree La., Tenafly,
N.J. 07670
Harry Davis Jr. 28 Windmill Rd., Armonk,
N.Y. 10504
John Filbert Davis. 3600 Cardiff Rd., Chevy
Chase, Md. 20015
Michael Davis. 2533 Anniston Rd.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32216
Nancy Davis. 406 Point Rd., Marion, Ma.
023738
Linda Deegan. 1268 St. Andrews,
Rockledge, Fl. 32922
Susan Delanoy. 3021 N.E. 40th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Margarita Delgado. 2042 N.W. 5 St.,
Miami, Fl. 33125
Jean Demchock. 101 Shepherd Trail,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Daniel Demenocal. 27 Grace Church St.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
Willie Dennison. 13 Sterling Brown Ave.,
Apopka, Fl. 32703
Catherine Depasquale. 2350 Betsy Dr.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Gerard DeRoche. Apt. 605. 3750 Gait
Ocean Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Herbert Derlath. 94-19 Hollis Ct. Blvd.,
New York, N.Y. 1 1428
Wolfgang DeRussow. Box 123, East
Setauket, N.Y. 1 1733
Christine Desch. 227 Clinton Rd., Garden
City, N.Y. 1 1530
Patricia DeSisto. 4601 N.W. 10th Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33309
Jane Devine. 10087 Springwood Dr., St.
Louis, Mo. 631 24
Stephen DeWoody. 728 London Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Maritzel Diaz-Cabal. Apartado 8360,
Panama 7, Panama
Kurt Dillon. Box 1513, Balboa, Canal Zone
Pamela Dilworth. No. 1 HedwigCt., Hous-
ton, Tx. 77024
Mary Louise Dinardo. 2215 Dalewood
Rd., Timonium, Md. 21093
Katherine Dinnel. 3905 Washington St.,
Kensington, Md. 20795
Jane Dinsmore. 20 Arrohead Rd., Covent
Sta., N.J. 07961
Edward Dirnfeld. Piazza Sant Erasmo 7.
Milan, Italy
Susan Dishman. 7604 Wolf Pen Br. Rd.,
Prospect, Ky. 40059
Craig Dittrich. 15 McGinnis Rd., Edison,
N.J. 08817
Emily Dockery. P.O. Box 87, Rockingham,
N.C. 28379
William Doherty. 522 S Eola Dr., Orlando,
Fl. 32801
Kathleen Dolan. 517 London Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Crhistopher Domijan. 7200 Stafford Ct., St.
Louis, Mo. 63123
Charles Donelson. 2000 Leisure Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
Donohue. 29 Waverly St., Glen Head,
N.Y. 1 1545
Joann Donovan. 1 5 Maplewood Rd., Levis-
ton, Me. 04240
James Dotson. 509 N.W. 19th St., Miami,
Fl. 33136
Christopher Douglas. 265 Overlook Dr.,
Lake Forest, II. 60045
Susan Douglass. 3306 Grenway Rd.,
Shaker Heights, Oh. 44122
Jane Elizabeth Downing. 4102 River Oaks
Dr., Des Moines, la. 50312
Peter Draughon. 2958 Kenwood Blvd., To-
ledo, Oh. 43606
Jeffrey Dresch. 2742 Riverbuff PL, Saraso-
ta, Fl. 33581
Julie Anne Dressier. 121 North 6th St., Fer-
nandina Bch., Fl. 32032
Clorinda Duarte. Box 7 Las Piedrecitas.
Managua, Nicaragua
Lydia Duarte. Apt. 7 Las Piedrecitas. Man-
agua, Nicaragua
Robert Dulany. 1 303 Margarette Ave., Bal-
timore, Md. 21204
John Durkee. 6811 Buttermere La.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Dorothy Dyess. 1 106 EstelleCt., Niles,Oh.
44446
E
Gordon Eadon. 4 Sheraton La., Rumson,
N.J. 07760
William Eames. 513 Sugartown Rd., De-
von, Pa. 19333
David Earhart. 517 Falmouth Ave., Merritt
Is., Fl. 32952
Christopher Easton. 602 Stratford Dr., W.
Peoria, II. 61614
Leonard Eaton, Jr. 664 Hempstead St., Or-
lando, Fl. 32803
Mr. Andy Eberle. 6217 Waterman, St.
Louis, Mo. 63130
Robert Eberly. 655 Timber La., Devon, Pa.
19333
Amparo Echarte. 256 West Indies Dr.,
Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Elizabeth Edgar. 31 Appleton Rd., Glen
Ridge, N.J. 07028
Jeffrey Edgar. 139 Sheridan Terr.,
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Terrie Egert. 19440 Frazier Dr., Rocky
River, Oh. 441 16
Douglas Eggert. Apt. 301 . 1 1 900 Edgewa-
ter Dr., Lakewood, Oh. 44107
Peter Ehrlich. P.O. Box 91, Bedford, N.Y.
10506
Bruce Graham Fly. 527 College Rd., Lake
Forest, II. 60045
Nancy Eriksen. 3004 Fair Oaks Ave.,
Tampa, Fl. 33611
David Howard Erickson. 1 292 La Rochelle
Dr., Columbus, Oh. 43221
Gail Erskine. 824 Loudon La., Newton Sq.,
Pa. 19073
Robert Escher. 375 Hillside Ave., De-
marest, N.J. 07627
Krista Lynn Everson. P.O. Box 92,
Rosebud, S.D. 57570
F
Michael Fabrizio III. 2532 Que St.,
Washington, D.C. 20007
Theodore Fajen III. 4777 Blueberry Rd.,
Fredonia, Wi. 53021
Bessie Farber. 1355 SW. 19th St., Miami,
Fl. 33145
Gloria Farrens. 2025 River Road, Jackson-
ville. Fl. 32297
Antoinette Farrow. P.O. Box 188, Sanford,
PI. 32771
Doug Farrow. Box 2672, St. Thomas, V.l.
00801
Evelyn Faulkner. 10 Trails End Rt. 2,
Kinston, N.C. 28501
Jo Ann Faulkner. 121 Balfour Dr., Bal Har-
bour, Fl. 33154
Stephanie Feld. 425 W. Appletree Ct., Me-
quon, Wi. 53092
Joshua William Feldstein. 1725 Pontiac
Circle, Melbourne, Fla.
Susan Fentress. Rt. 3, Pulaski, Tn. 38478
Bruce Fernandez. 150 Pine St., Rockville
Ctr., N.Y. 11570
Raymond Henry Fickett. Casco, Me.
04015
David Slane Finch. Pine Needle La.,
Thomasville, N.C. 27360
John Lambeth Finch. Pine Needle La.,
Thomasville, N.C. 27360
Paige Fishel. 1321 Bayou Ct., Panama City,
Fl. 32401
Leslie Fisher. Rt. 2 Box 906, West Chicago,
II. 60185
john Fitzpatrick. 605 SW Pt. Malabar
Blvd., Palm Bay, Fl. 32905
Raymond Fitzpatrick. 605 SW Pt. Malabar
Blvd., Palm Bay, Fl. 32905
Kim Michele Flagstad. 1247 Mt Vernon
Terr., Northbrook, II. 60062
Robert Flannery. 8 Beacon St., Andover,
Ma. 01810
Ivan Fleishman. RR1 Journeys End Rd.,
New Canaan, Ct. 06840
David Fleming. 5742 Tanglewood La.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32211
Alison Flesh. 60 Orchard La., Piqua, Oh.
45356
Joanne Fletcher. 2250 N. Semoran Blvd.
Apt. 428, Orlando, Fl. 32807
Ann Flint. 52 Deer Run Road, Wood-
bridge, Ct. 06525
Willie Lee Flowers. P.O. Box 490, Apopka,
Fl. 32703
Jens Fog. P.O. Box 842, St. Thomas, VI.
00801
Michael Fogle. 23 Main St., Harwich, Pa.
15049
Bernadette Foley. 608 Ocoee Hills Rd.,
Ocoee, Fl. 32761
Stephen Foley. 57 Jerome Ave., Deal, N.J.
07723
Debra Forehand. 7407 Wellesley Dr., Col-
lege Park, Md. 20740
David Ford. 2344 Sunderland Rd„ Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Pamela Ford. 1 00 Interlachen Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Michael Forline. Nww Haven Rd.,
Durham, Ct. 06422
J. Todd Forline. New Haven Rd., Curham,
Ct. 06422
Patricia Forte. 230 Steeplechase Rd., De-
von, Pa. 19333
Sue Jean Fortuna. 5 Greenway La., Hun-
tington, N.Y. 1 1743
Nancy Fowler. 1730 Limewood La., Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
lonathan Fox. 1 448 Oak Park Dr., Munster,
In. 46321
Rayni Sue Gox. 1121 N.E. 159th St., N.
Miami Beach, Fl. 33162
Rebecca Francis. 3513 Princeton, Dallas,
Tx. 75205
Nancy Frantz. 979 E. King St., Cham-
bersburg, Pa. 17201
Dana Fredebaugh. 2V-1A Estate
Nazarethm, St. Thomas, VI. 00801
Diana Jean Freeman. 1 Stonehedge Dr. S,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Fran Freeman. 745 Downing St., Teaneck,
N.J. 07666
Mark Freeman. 790 Sheridan Rd., Glen-
coe, II. 60022
Christopher French. 21 Croydon Ct., Wal-
lingford, Ct. 06492
Pamela Frenzel. 6310 Stoneham La., Mc-
Lean, Va. 22101
Judith Froggatt. 105 Spring Lk Hills Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Michael Fu. Pak On Bldg. Flat 681. 105
Austin Rd., Kowloon, Hong Kong
Elizabeth Fulmer. 1014 Dupont Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
G
Stephen Gabbard. 1320 N.E. 10th St,
Ocala, Fl. 32670
Elizabeth Anne Gard. 351 Keswick Rd.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mi. 48013
Charles Gardner. 5 Woodacres Rd.,
Brookville, N.Y. 11545
George Gardner Jr. 7 Ave Des Chataig-
niers. 1640 Rhode St., Genese, Belgium
Nancy Ellen Garfield. 3144 S. Farmcrest
Dr., Cincinnati, Oh. 45213
Thomas Garibaldi. 903 Lotus Ave.,
Oradell, N.J. 07649
Mark Garlock. 8651 Jennings Rd., Eden,
N.Y. 14057
William Gaudreau. 44 West Gate, Welles-
ley, Ma. 02181
Deborah Anne Gaw. Box 90C Cairn Ct.,
Boonton, N.J. 07005
Kim Beth Gaw. Rd. 3 Box 90 C, Boonton,
N.J. 07005
Allis Gawthrop. 21 Colby Hills, Winches-
ter, Ky. 40391
Diane Gay. 8601 Veridian Dr., Orlando,
Fl. 32801
Robert Gagle Iv. 311 Charmain Rd.,
Richmond, Va. 23226
Barbara Genovese. 315 Stout Ave., Scotch
Plains, N.|. 07076
C. Scott George. 2500 Lauder Dr., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
William Henery George. 460 Kirkwood
La., Virginia Bch., Va. 23452
Victoria Gerber. 855 Harbor Island,
Clearwater, Fl. 33515
Hal Gettings. 6605 Lenneal Beach Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32810
limmy Gewin. 245-A Sibert St. P.O. Box
194, Gatun, Canal Zone
Daniel Gibboney. 6544 Devonwood Dr.,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45224
Tina Gibbons. 266 N. Countryside Dr.,
Ashland, Oh. 44805
Wayne Gibbs. 447 Radmere Rd., Cheshire,
Ct. 06410
Florence Gibson. 96 Russell Ave., Water-
town, Ma. 02172
Marvin Giddings. 4050 N.E. 27th Terr.,
Lighthouse Pt., Fla. 33064
)ohn Gilbert. Box 7, Gibson Island, Md.
21056
Mark Gilbertson. 16 N. Ward Ave., Rum-
son, N.J. 07760
Edward Gilbreth. 430 Maybank Hgy.,
Charleston, S.C. 29412
Paul Gleason III. 2321 Hunterfield Rd.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Victoria Glendinning. 28 Huron Rd.,
Bellfrose Vil., N.Y. 11426
Jeffrey Glik. 8024 Daytona Dr., Clayton,
No. 63105
Janet Globensky. R. 2 Box 245 Beach-
wood, Coloma, Mi. 49038
Mary Glover. Rt. 2 Box 57 Orl Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32810
Michael Godfrey. 318 E. Prospect Ave.,
Ottawa, II. 61350
Randee Colder. 4800 N.W. 17th Ct.,
Lauderhill, Fl. 33313
Jan Goldsmith. 5601 Wexford Rd., Balti-
more, Md. 21209
Fran Goldstein. 10217 Deakins Hall Dr.,
Adelphi, Md. 20783
Michaelle Good. 3 Mile Hill Rd., Middle-
bury, Ct. 06762
Melissa Gooding. 1517 Bayberry La., Pt.
Pleasant, N.J. 08742
Fulton Ray Gordon III. 9103 Kittery La.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Michael Gordon. 520 Shield St., Harris-
burg, Pa. 17109
Susan Gordon. 9103 Kittery La., Bethesda,
Md. 20034
Katharine Goss. 22400 Byron Rd., Shaker
Height, Oh. 44122
Arden Gould. Mallard Pt. Rd., Essex, Ct.
06426
Shelley Deane Gould. 625 Pilot Rd., N.
Palm Beach, Fl. 33408
Cheryl Lynn Grady. 266 Eastland Dr.,
Memphis, Tn. 381 1 1
Luther Graham. 1 582 W. 17th St.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Laura Gramas. 281 High Crest Dr., Ruthler,
N.J. 07405
Timothy Grant. 813 E. Cherokee, Lake
Forest, III. 63345
Jay Grate. 9719 Otterbein Rd., Cincinnati,
Oh. 45421
William Graves, )r. 1 8 Highview Ave., Old
Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Hoi I is Green. 366 Illinois Ave., Valparaiso,
Fl. 32580
Eliot Greenberg. 7 The Loch Roslyn Est.,
N.Y. 1 1 576
Darlene Greene. 1999 Caxambas Dr.,
Marco Island, Fl. 33937
Susan Carol Greer. 820 Long Crescent Dr.,
Bristol, Va. 24201
George Gregory. 88 LaGorce Circle. La
Gorce Island, Miami Bch., Fl. 33141
Natasha Gregory. 88 LaGorce Circle.
LaGorce Island, Miami Bch., Fl. 33141
Robin Gresham. 4047 Terriwood Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Alvin Tod Griffith. 5504 Lambeth Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Holly Griffith. 5504 Lambeth Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Julia Griffith. GPO Box 3168., San Juan,
P.R. 00936
Steven Grill. 1916 N.W. 55th Ave.,
Lauderhill, Fl. 33313
Douglas Groce. 7525 Ball Mill Rd., Dun-
woody, Ga. 30338
Stephen Chris Gross. 7 Woodford Rd.,
Deal, N.J. 07723
Kristin Ann Grosz. 21 Fielding Rd., Short
Hills, N.J. 07078
Elizabeth Grubb. 28 Stoneleigh Park.,
Westfield, N.J. 07090
Patricia Grunow. 22 Ballwood Rd., Old
Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Elizabeth Guarnieri. Cross Creek Rd., Rt. 1
,
Upatoi, Ga. 31829
Alice Galloway. 1 Summer St., Methuen,
Ma. 01844
Timothy Galvin. 886 Chring Cross Rd.,
Chatham. Ontario, Canada
Lelia Gammon. 126 Woodshire Dr.,
Pittsburg, Pa. 15215
Jeffrey Gamwell. 6745 S.W. 132nd St.,
Miami, Fl. 33156
Lucia Garcia-lniguez. Box 187, Belle
Glade, Fla. 33430
Rosa Garcia-lniguez. 408 N.E. 3rd St.,
Belle Glade, Fl. 33430
Karen Gilham. Apt. 39-H. Americana
Apartments. 1923 Americana Blvd., Or-
lando, Fl. 32809
Kim Gillen. 570 Watson Dr., Indialantic,
Fl. 32903
Colleen Gilrane. 1232 Pine Hills Rd., Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
David Gilmore. 59 Carriage La., Roslyn
Hts., N.Y. 1 1577
Kathleen Ginder. 800 Old Springfield
Ave., Summit, N.J. 07901




.7 Virginia Ct., Winter
Greg ry Guine=sy. 511 Valley View Rd.,
Merion, Pa. 19066
Kathrine Guite. 282 Old Farms Rd.,
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Anne Rutherford Gulick. P.O. Box 135,
Princeton, N.J. 08540
Gayle Gunning. 4380 Wilmington Pike,
Kettering, Oh. 45440
Dorrit Gutterson. The Choate School, Wal-
lingtord, Ct. 06492
Kathleen Guzman. 314 E. Dean St., South
Bend, In. 46614
H
Lisa Jan Haas. 2685 Rochester Rd., Shaker
Hgts., Oh. 44122
Deborah Haase. 5 The Kings Path, Brielle,
N.J. 08730
Deborah Hadaway. 1104 Coral Rd.,
Waycross, Ga. 31501
Jeffrey Hadley. 6 Lea Place, Rye, N.Y.
10580
Lynn Hadley. 2721 Gulf of Mexico Dr. The
Beachcomber, Sarasota, Fl. 33577
Michael Haggis. 49 Pine Island Rd., Man-
chester, N.H. 03103
Marie Jo Haight. 2500 E. Conway Rd., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Eric Hainline. 1151 SW 4th Ave., Boca
Raton, Fl. 33432
Carol Lee Hale. 318 St. Ives Dr., Sevema
Park, Md. 2 11 46
David Hall. 657 Spruce St., Winnetka, II.
60093
Diane Elizabeth Hall. 210 Stanwich Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
John Franklin Hall. 202 Rockridge Circle,
Culuth, Mn. 55804
Marion Hall. 430 E. 57th St., New York,
Constance P.M. Hall. 46 Piney Pt. Rd.,
Marion, Ma. 02738
Scott Hall. 463 So. Rock River Dr., Berea,
Oh. 44017
Stephen John Hall. 610 Lake Shore Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
M. Shepard Hallberg. Masons Island, Mys-
tic, Ct. 06355
Jean Halle. 4605 Minden Rd., Memphis,
Tn. 38117
I Barry Hamilton. 85 Kent PI., Summit, N.J.
07901
Elizabeth Hamilton. 2901 N.E. 23rd Ct,
Pompano Bch., Fl. 33062
Steven Hamilton. 7208 Lifeguard Rd.,
Montague, Mi. 49437
Carolyn Hamm. P.O. Box 274, Winde-
mere, Fl. 32786
Carolyn Hancock. 1325 Summit La.,
Mountainside, N.J. 07092
Thomas Hanley. 370 Columbia Ave.,
Cliffside Park, N.J. 07010
John Hanlon Jr. 1 34 Apricot St., Worcester,
Ma. 01603"
Stacey Hanna. 1329 NW Third Ave., Del-
ray Bch., Fl. 33444 . .
Sandra Hardy. 2114 Oakhurst Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Ivan Thomas Harlow. 6 Hathaway La.,
Montville, N.J. 07045
Christopher Harmer. 53 E 66th St., New
York, N.Y. 10021
Candace Kim Harris. 148 Glencoe Rd.,
Glencoe, II. 60022
Karen Harris. 2419 S. Osceola Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Robin Harris. 35 Winston Dr., Clearwater,
Fl. 33516
C. Kimi Harrison. 3567 Paces Vly Rd. NW.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Christelle Harrod. 905 Garden Plaza, Or-
lando, Ft. 32803
Kathryn Hart. 321 Melrose Ave., Kenil-
Worth, II. 60043 Jjfcg^^^K
Lawrence David Hart. 13 Richmond Dr.,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Paul Hartke. 6500 Kerns Ct., Falls Church,
Va. 22044
Robert Hartman. 711 Eastbrook Blvd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Peter Hartwig. 18 S. Harbor Dr., Delray
Bch., Fl. 33444
Scott Christian Harvard. 318 Oak La.,
Richmond, Va. 23226
Daniel Harvey. R D. 4. Ground Hog Col-
lege Rd., West Chester, Pa. 19380
Susan Hawkins. Apt. 316 Castilian Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Douglas Hawkinson. 5305 Tuckahoe
Ave., Richmond, Va. 23226
Robert Hay. 7 Old Brook Rd., Shrewsbury,
Ma. 01545
Katrina Heffernan. P.O. Box 544, Al-
tamonte Spg., Fl. 32701
William Heilmann. 6 Cinderella La., E.
Setauket, N.Y. 11733
Stephen Heis. 6753 Salem Rd., Cincinnati,
Oh. 45230
Mary Helmer. 715 Forest Ave., Wilmette,
II. 60091
Ephraim Helton. 218 Maple Ave., Dan-
ville, Ky. 40422^fl|
Thomas Henderson. 4125 Black Pt. Rd„
Honolulu, Hi. 96815
Robert Jess Henson. 1206 20th Ave., N.
Jacksonville Bch., Fl. 32250
Maureen Hergert. Box 4676-1., Brown
Mills, N.J. 08015
Catherine Hewitt. 245 Sleepy Hollow Rd.,
Mt. Lebanon, Pa. 15216
Laurence Hickey. Box 805. 545 Poiniana
Way, Ponte Vedra Bch., Fl. 32082
Janet Hickman. RD 2 Box 1 198, Hockes-
sin, De. 19707
Julie Hicks. 894 Island Way, Clearwater,
Fl. 33515
Robert Hicks. 1621 Griffith Ave.,
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Richard Hildreth. 533 4th PI. S.W., Vera
Beach, Fl. 32960
Leslie Hilton. 2223 Bendelow Trail, Tam-
pa, Fl. 33609
Daniel Hirchhorn. 54 the Birches. Roslyn
Estates, Long Island, N.Y.
Elizabeth Hobbs. 2420 Chinook Trail,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Fred Hobbs Jr. 1 35 MilJwood St., Framing-
ham, Ma. 01701
David Hodges III. 646 Selkirk Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
James Hoffman. 1460 Lynndaie Blvd.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Sara Hofmann. 706 E. Fellows, Dixon, II.
61021
David Holder. 1761 S.E. 21st Ave., Pom-
pano Bch., Fl. 33062
Andrew^Holland. 45 Orchard Dr., Green-
wich, Ct. 06830
David Holland. 2819 Scarlet Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Deborah Anne Holister. Spring St., South
Salem, N.Y. 10590
Patricia Holmes. 3003 Gulf Shore Blvd. N.
Apt. 103, Naples, Fl. 33940
Carla Hoover. 2216 Countryside Dr.,
Silver Spring, Md. 20904
Mark Hoover. 684 Devonshire Dr., State
College, Pa. 16801
Martin Edward Horn. 1861 Middlebrook
Rd., Bound Brook, N.J. 08805
Mary Hover. 5641 Pine Forest, Houston,
Tx. 77024
Tina Howard. 5632 N. 5th St., Arlington,
Va. 22205
Rebecca Howe. 15 Fordyce La., St. Louis,
Mo. 63124
Stephen Howe. Box 313, Crownville, Md.
21032
Penny Howington. 2321 Roxbury Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Bruce Howland. 698 Doepke La., Cincin-
nati, Oh. 45231
Nancy Hubsmith. 54 Sunderland Ave.,
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
John Fleming Huddleston. 2223 Astor St.,
Orange Pk„ Fl. 32073
William Hudgins Jr. Rt. 1, Fairmount, Ga.
30139
George Hudnut. 570 Washington Ave.,
Elyria, Oh. 44035
Margaret Ann Hughes. RD 3 Box 64, Ken-
nett Sq., Pa. 19348 Hh^MI
Joan Elizabeth Hunt. 1 0355 Paradise Blvd.,
Treasure Isl., Fl. 32706
Leslie Elaine Hunt. 96 Oval Rd., Essex
Fells, N.J. 07021
Robert Hunter Jr. 20 Benjamin Rd. (
Lexington, Ma. 02173
Alison Hurd. 2300 Winnetka Ave., North-
field, II. 60093
f ,
Kathleen Hurd. 65 Fairfield Ave., W. j,
Caldwell, N.J. 07006 L
Alison Hurst. 863 Park Ave., Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
John Husinka. 5573 N. Semoran 1108,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Wendy Huston. 8 E. Lyle Ct., Farmington,
Ct. 06032
jane Hutcheson. P.O. Box 1017, Kissim-
mee, Fl. 32741
Duane lannolillo. 246 Centre Ave., N.
Rochelle, N.Y. 10805
Robert lorio. 77 Worthington Rd., White
Plains, N.Y. 10607
Guy Austin Irving. 1616 Blair Rd.,
Petersburg, Va. 32803
Sharon Israel. 751 Eastbrook Ave.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Deryle Ivey. 631 Colville Rd., Charlotte,
N.C. 28207
Inga Ivey. 5200 N. Ocean Blvd., Myrtle
Bch., S.C. 29577
James Jackson. P.O. Box 124, Bradley, Fl.
33835 i
-rw -a^^^
Susan Jackson. 6636 Avalon Forest Dr.,
Indianapolis, In. 46250
Robert Jahnes. 91 Vista PI., Red Bank, N.J.
07701
Paul Jameson. 1 22 Sunset Dr., Cocoa Bch.,
Fl. 32931
Sally jayson. 599 Hollowtree Ridge, Da-
rien, Ct. 06820
Robin Jewell. 1 8 Taft Dr., Winchester, Ma.
01890
Caroline Jogerst. 5437 Schumacher, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77027
Barbara Johnson. 1830 Cronwell Dr.,
Nashville, Tn. 37215
Eric Matt Johnson. 480 Wafmar Dr., Bay
Village, Oh. 44140
Jill Patricia Johnson. RD. 2, Orefield, Pa
18069
Michael Johnson. 501 River S. Apt. W-10
Grand Rapids, Mi. 55744
William Bev Johnson. Apt. B-16 685
Roswell Rd. N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30328
Beverly Jonas. 1611 Langhorne Rd.
Lynchburg, Va. 24503
Blondie Jones. 1 209 Tyler St., Jacksonville
Fl. 32209
Scott Jones. 308 Duncan St., Ashland, Va
32005
Frank Daniel Joseph. 780 Belleau-Wooc
Dr., Akron, Oh. 44303
John Joyeusaz. 3905 Virgilia St., Chevy
Chase, Md. 20015
Peter Juan. 14 Lafayette Ct., Greenwich,
Ct. 06830
Judy jucker. 1810 Stonehurst Dr.,Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Steven Edwin Jucker. 215 Brom Bones La.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Kristopher Kaltenborn. 349 Seaview Ave.,
Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Rebecca Kaplan. 7810 Moorland La.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Maray Ann Karas. 609 Brechin Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Jeffifer Kasten. 341 Louisiana Ave., Oak
Ridge, Tn. 37830
Ruthmary Kay. 82 Wood Grove Rd., Mem-
phis, Tn. 381 17
Cynthia Kearney. 7270 Miami Lakeway,
Miami Lakes, Fl. 33014
Kathleen Keating. 34 Harriet St., Norwalk,
Ct. 06851
Virginia Keeffe. 269 Madison Rd.,
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Bruce Keir. 1921 Marthas Rd., Alexandria,
Va. 22307
Sheryl Kelce. 14820 Sugarwood Trail,
Chesterfield, Mo. 63017
Patrice Kelley. 6005 Corewood La,
Washington, D.C. 20016
Tracey Kelley. 6005 Corewood La.,
Washington, D.C. 20016
Mary Pamela Kello. 6709 Wiltshire Dr.,
Beacon Sq., Holida, Fl. 32589
Edward Kelly Jr. Puritan Rd., Rye, N.Y.
10580
Jeff Kennedy. 413 Park N. Court, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Kathy Jean Kennedy. 3313 Gold Mine Rd.,
Brookeville, Md. 20729
Kay Kennedy. 28 Nicholson Ct., Dayton,
Oh. 45459
Joan Maureen Kerins. High Ridge Rd.,
Round Ridge, N.Y. 10576
Edward Kerschner III. 564 Bryn Mawr Ave.,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010
Roland Keys. 53 Ridgedale Ave., Morris-
town, N.J. 07960
Kevin Killiany. 1 374 Orchard Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Dana Ann Kindel. 560 Cody Pass, Cincin-
nati, Oh. 45215
Mary King. 10 Mystic La., Darien, Ct.
06820
Steven King. 325 School House La., Merritt
Island, Fl. 32952
Lois Kirkpatrick. 9 Eldredge PL, Rye, N.Y.
10580
Donald Kiwor. 54 Hillside Ave., Nutley,
N.J. 071 10
C. Leslie Klein. P.O. Box 422, Dorado, P.R.
00646
Adelaide Kline. 301 Virginia PL, Ft. Worth,
Tx. 76107
Robert Klusman. 9098 Fontainfleau Terr.,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45231
Barbara Knollman. 3859 Marlberry, Buena
Vista, Fl. 33127
Sally Knott. 1 34 Melrose Ave., Kenilworth,
II. 60043
Tracy Kolker. 3045 Davenport St. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20008
Michael Korchmar. 6885 Fair Oaks Dr.,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45237
Robert Korsan. 32 Todmorden Dr., Wal-
lingford, Pa. 19086
Gregg Koval. 2330 N.E. 50th St., Light-
house Pt., Fl. 33064
Kathenne Kramer. 326 Maple Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218
Sheryl Kramer. Merriman Rd. RD 2,
Sewickley, Pa. 15143
Cheryl Krause. 303 S. Morris St., Dover,
Karen Kronauer. Old Littleton Rd., Har-
vard, Ma. 01451
Derrick Peter Krogh. 20 Revere La., Glas-
tonbury, Ct. 06033
Brenna Krupa. Carriage Hills Con-
dominiums. 100 Ashbury Rd. 305, Hol-
lywood, Fl. 33024
David Krutek. 2500 N.E. 35th St., Light-
house Pt., Fl. 33064
Thomas Kuntz. 50 Eton Rd., Larchmont,
N.Y. 10538
Sandra Jean Labosky. 1 5 Cooper St., Wav-
erly, N.Y. 14892
Martha Laing. 245 W. Thruston Blvd., Day-
ton, Oh. 45419
Edward Lake. 1 9 Euclid Ave., Middletown,
N.Y. 10840
Kathleen Lamb. Rt. 5, Box 797, Orlando,
Fl. 32807
Patrick Lamb. 1122 E. Lincoln Hwy.,
Coatesville, Pa. 19320
William Langdon. 2418 Stanmore, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77019
Gary Langfitt. 310 Baldwin Dr., Staunton,
Va. 24401
Janet Lanman. 1321 Elliott Dr., Munster,
In. 46321
Anne Laurie. 504 Lake St., Winona, Mn.
55987
Fred Lauten. Apt. 1002. 5573 N. Semoran
Blvd., Winter Park, Fla.
Edward Lauth. 4535 Sabal Palm Rd.,
Miami, Fl. 33137
Christopher Lawrence. 424 Coral Way, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Roslyn Lawson. 271 No. Pennsylvania,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
James Roger Lex. 17 Morgan PL, White
Plains, N.Y. 10605
Bennett Leary. 21 PleasantSt., Marion, Ma.
02738
Alison Lee. Four Seasons Rt. 1 07, Cashiers,
N.C. 28717
Barbara Lefchuk. 304 Fairview Ave., Cedar
Grove, N.Y. 07009
H. Clark Leming. 419 St. Augustine, Tem-
ple Terrace, Fla. 33617
Stephen Leon. 12 Bittersweet Trail, Wilton,
Ct. 06897
Barbara Leopold. 5925 Prince jeorge Dr.
Springfield, Va. 22152
Lewis Lerman. 82 Northwood Dr.,
Middlebury, Ct. 06762
Susan Lester. 1032 Bayfield Dr., Junts-
vllle, Al. 35802
Joanne Levitt. 135 Woodhill La., Manhas-
set, N.Y. 1 1030
Barbara Lewis. 76 Spenser Dr., Short Hills,
N.J. 07078
Debra Lewis. 118 Hickory Dr., New Ca-
naan, Ct. 06840
Georgeanne Lewis. 2041 Geronimo Trail,
Taitland, Fl. 32751
Lourdes Leyte-Vidal. 2074 Dunsford Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
James Liakos, Jr. 245 Cherry Ave. 1-15,
Watertown, Ct. 06795
Garrison Lickle. Box 3793, Greenville, De.
19807
Davin Light. 401 1 Chelsea St., Orlando, Fl.
32803
Elizabeth Lightbourn. P.O. Box 431, Nas-
sau, Bahamas
Beth Arlene Lincks. 10307 Spoonbill Rd.,
W. Bradenton, Fl. 33505
Gregory Ling. 1791 Winchester Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Cari Lippert. 2844 Monmart Dr., Orlando,
Fl. 32809
Janis Liro. 275 Morris St., Southbridge, Ma.
01550
Melissa Littlefield. 681 6 Altamira St., Coral
Gables, Fl. 33146
Richard Gregory Litton. 32 N. 6th St.,
Newark, Oh. 43055
Angela Lloyd, c/o IGE Sales Div. Mr. J.
Lomonaco. 1 59 Madison Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10016
Richard Lloyd, c/o Gen Elec. Tech Serv.
Co. Boite Postal 87. Grande Poste. Alger
R.P. Algeria
Vickie Lockwood. 15 Santander St.,
Bayamon, P.R. 00619
Amy Loewith. 22 Gale Rd., Bloomfield, Ct.
06002
Cynthia Jane Long. Andorra Rd., Lafayette
HI., Pa. 19444
Blake Lorenz. 4856 Mulford Ave., Skokie,
II. 60076
Margaret Lorenz. 2080 Longfellow, Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
P.M. Loret De Mola. 2046 14th PL, Vero
Bch., Fl. 32960
Shirley Lorig. P.O. Box 507, Albany, Ga.
31702
Julie Love. 808 Fast Friar Tuck, Houston,
Tx. 77024
Barbara Lovejoy. 282 Beacon St., Boston,
Ma. 021 16
Deborah Loving. Wheatlands. Miles River
Rd., Easton, Md. 21601
Mary Beth Lowell. 133 W. Fairway Dr.,
Hamilton, Oh. 45013
Albert Hunt Lowry. 804 N.W. 41st, Ok-
lahoma City, OK. 73120
Diana Lucy. North Conway, N.H. 03860
Paul Lupinacci. 1 Old Parish Rd., Darien,
Ct. 06820
Clifford Luty. 1616 Egan Dr., Orlando, Fi.
32807
Marjorie Lynn. 6736 Newbold Dr.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Priscilla Maxine Lyons. 7636 Conyers St.,
Lithonia, Ga. 30058
Charles Lytle. 2085 Hunterfield Rd., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
M
Edward MacBeth. W. Smith Neck Rd., S.
Dartmouth, Ma. 02748
Jan MacDonald. 1 13 Lyman Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Cheryl Mackiernan. 100 Interlachen. The
Cloisters 103, Winter Pk., Fl.
Robert Mackinnon. 3523 Oakwater
Pointe. Stanleytown, Va. 24168
Katherine Ann MacLean. 6232 Concord
Ave. South, Minneapolis, Mn. 55424
William MacLean. 6232 Concord Ave.,
Edina, Mn. 55424
Pamela Maddix. 200 Oakland St., Welles-
ley His., Ma. 02181
Linda Maggiacomo. 2490 Temple Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Nancy Maggiacomo. 2490 Temple Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
David Maguiness. 235 Shady La., N. Bar-
rington, II. 60010
Charles Maier. P.O. Box 933, Cocoa Bch.,
Fl. 32931
John Marcus Maier. Box 933, Cocoa
Beach, Fl. 32931
Jeffrey Maish. 1941 Conifer Ct., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Laurie Mallon. 901 Azalea St., Boca Raton,
Fl. 33432
|
Paul Malluk. 148 84th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
1 1209
Dudley Malone. 510 Mead Ct., Geneva, II.
60134
Mark Malone. 2555 Scottwood Rd., Col-
umbus, Oh. 43209
Mark Maloney. 14 Juniper La., Cape Eliz,
Me. 04107
Eric Alan Manasse. Via Sant Orsola 6/2,
Milan, Italy \
Mitchell Manasse. 10 Cook St., Clark, N
J
07066
Joseph Mandala. 21 1 N. Oak St., N. Mas-
sapequa, N.Y. 11758
John Manderson. Longley Rd., Groton, Ma.
01450
Bonnie Manjura. 2718 Scarlet Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Nancy Mann. Box 5293. Aramco
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Jane Marks. 140 Seven Oaks Dr., Green-
ville, S.C. 29605
Steven Mark Marnoy. 88 Harwich Rd.,
Newton, Ma. 02167
Lawrence Marsh III. 1111 Azalea PL,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Marilyn Marsh. 323 Dickens Rd., North-
field, II. 60093
Todd Marsh. 1 1 1 Azalea PL, Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
Homer Marshman, Jr. 203 S. Lake Trail,
Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Brenda Martin. 831 Webster Ave., Winter
Park, FL 32789
Nancy Martin. 3809 N. Roberts La., Ar-
lington, Va. 22207
Susan Martin. 702 E. Monroe Ave.,
Kirkwood, Mo. 63122
Patti Marx. 2686 Sulgrave Rd., Shaker
Hgths., Oh. 44122
Edward Masland, Jr. 904 Glendale Ct., Car-
lisle, Pa. 17013
Marjorie Mason. 25 Middle Rd., Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
William Massey. 7080 San Fernando PL,
Jacksonville, Fl. 3221 7
Robert Massie. 108 Irvine Rd., Lexington,
Ky. 40502
Diana Mathes. 2220 Young St., Dallas, Tx.
75201
John Matson. 3757 N.E. 6th Dr., Boca Ra-
ton, Fl. 33432
Jennifer Matthews. 713 Doby Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32805
Gregory Mattioli. 950 Freeport Rd., Brac-
kenridge, Pa. 1 5014
Jody Matusoff. 1941 Burroughs Dr., Day-
ton, Oh. 45406
William Matzkevich. 195 Bucks Hill Rd.,
Waterbury, Ct. 06704
Veronica Maxwell. P.O. Box 963, Al-
tamonte Spg., Fl. 32701
Thane Maynard. P.O. Box 632, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Bruce McAlister. 9 Pineview Dr., Dover,
N.H. 03820
Stephen McAuliff. 3520 Wentwood Dr.,
Dallas, Tx. 75225
James McAvity. Buckfield La., Greenwich,
Ct. 06860
Marcia McCabe. 412 Rogers Lane, Wal-
lingford, Pa. 19086
Donald McCallum. 1830 Fawsett Rd.,
Winter Park, FL 32789
Sandy McCallum. 327 N. 17th St., Stuart,
Fl. 33494
William McCalmont. 124 Burwood Rd.,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England
Rosemary McCarthy. 220 Dorchester Rd.,
River Edge, N.J. 07661
Beverly McChesney. 551 Semoran Blvd.
C5, Fern Park, Fl. 32730
Nancy McClure. 1660 Apache Trail, Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Constance McCurdy. 5052 W. Library
Ave., Bethel Park, Pa. 15102
Jean McDonald. 1 05 the Corso, Venice, Fl.
33595
Mary McDonald. 47 Picardy La., St. Louis,
Mo. 63124
Melinda McDonald. 3815 Norbrook Dr.,
Columbus, Oh. 43220
Randall McFall. 19700 Shelburne Rd.,
Shaker Hghts., Oh. 441 18
Katherine McFarland. 6352 Goldbranch
Rd., Columbia, S.C. 29206
Eleanor McFeely. 825 Lake Shore Rd.,
Grosse Pte., Mi. 48236
Carol Ann McGee. 1 702 S. Gessner, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77042
Patrick McGee. 231 Ellicott Dr., Ormond
Bch„ Fl. 32074
Susan Carol McGinley. 2025 Club Dr.,
Vero Bch., Fl. 32960
Lorrie McHenry. 4750 S. Ocean Blvd.,
Highland Bch., Fl. 33444
Nan McHenry. 2767 Exmoor Rd., Col-
umbus, Oh. 43221
Susan McKeon. 234 Lakeview Ave. East,
Brightwaters, N.Y. 11718
Michael McKinney. 2017 Tangerine St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32803
Patricia Kim McKinney. 2017 Tangerine
St., Orlando, Fl. 32803
John McLean. 470 Seneca Trail, Maitland,
Fl. 32751
lames Marvin McNamara. Box 317,
Curundu, Canal Zone
Heidi Marie McNaney. 606 Lake Orienta
Dr., Altamonte Spg., Fla.
Jan McPherson. 1212 Country Club Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Denita Mears. 9551 N.W. 39th Ct., Coral
Spgs., Fl. 33065
Michele Mediate. 6315 Somerset Dr., N.
Olmsted, Oh. 44070
Robert Medsger. 900 Palmer Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Michael Mehrtens. c/o John Mehrtens.
Dupont Do Brasil S.A. Caixa Postal 81 12.
Sao Paul, Sao Paulo. Brazil
Sharda Jane Mehta. 600 Mooringline Dr.,
Naples, Fl. 33940
Martha Mejia. 1560 Cardinal Ct., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Glenn Mekles. Province Line Rd., Prince-
ton, N.J. 08540
Craig Mello. Seabreeze. Southhampton
West. Bermuda
Timothy Merckens. 1190 Burke Ave.,
Dunedin, Fl. 33528
Gerald Merrigan. 1302 Druid Rd., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Arthur Merrill. 200 E 66th St., New York
City, N.Y. 10021
Heidi Meyer. 2024 Birchwood Ave., Wil-
mette, II. 60091
Lisa Jean Meyer. 126 Springhouse La.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238
Gregory Michael. 8 Berchman Dr.,
Ballston Lake, N.Y. 12019
Sylvia Milera. Urb Maorio Calle B 14. Box
12. Juncos, P.R. 00666
Barbara Miller. 1061 Fairview La., Riviera
Bch., Fl. 33404
Glenn Edward Miller. 1111 Park Manor
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Jacqueline Miller. 319 E. Lancaster Ave.,
Downington, Pa. 19335
Laureen Miller. 5527 Vernon Rd., Jackson-
ville, Fl. 32209
Melissa Miller. 27 Linbrook Rd., West
Hartford, Ct. 06107
Stephen Miller. 761 Pinetree Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
William Miller III. 3518 Breeland Ave.,
Louisville, Ky. 40222
Michele Minor. 113 Clarewill Ave. U.,
Montclair, N.J. 07043
Susan Minichino. 725 Wesley Ave., Ocean
City, N.J. 08226
Jacqueline Misho. 614 Church St., Or-
lando, Fl. 32801
Pamela Ann Mitchell. 304 Custer St.,
Brush, Co. 8-723
Candace Mix. 1414 Riverside Dr., In-
dialantic, Fl. 32903
Frank Monterosso. 4726 Vine St., St. Ber-
nard, Oh. 45217
Raul Montes. 1 265 St. Andrews Ct.,
Rockledge, Fl. 32955
Brian Moore. 611 N. Main St., Mauldin,
S.C. 29662
Jonathan Turner Moore. 69 Curlew, Lan-
tana, Fl. 33460
Mary Moore. 5540 Shadow Lawn Dr.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Natalie Moore. 2626 Castilla Isle, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Jeffrey Morgan. 18 Orchard Dr., Green-
wich, Ct. 06830
Gwendolyn Morris. 91 1 Carver St., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Melissa Morris. 513 Belvedere Club, Char-
levoix, Mi. 49720
Robert Morris. 1 345 Thurnridge Dr., Cin-
cinnati, Oh. 45215
Alyce Lisi Morrison. 145 Montague St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 1 1201
Anne Morrison. 317 Woodlawn Rd., Bal-
timore, Md. 21210
Crain Morrison. Hope Farm, Millbrook,
N.Y. 12545
Jon Scott Morrison. 2182 Caminito Circulo
Sur La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Malinda Moses. 14 E. Palisades, Little
Rock, Ar. 72207
Michael Bruce Moss. Inwood Rd., Wood-
bridge, Ct. 06525
Laura Moynahan. 590 Sabal Palm Bay Pt.,
Miami, Fl. 33137
Karol Mulholland. 1102 Cedrus Way,
Rockville, Md. 20854
Carla Mullins. 1503 Winespring La., Bal-
timore, Md. 21204
Wilbert L. Munfus. 1975 Aaron Ave., Or-
lando, FL 32805
Todd Munson. 6103 Tidewater Ct., Pros-
pect, Ky. 40059
Victoria Murchie. 155 Crabapple Rd.,
Manhasset, N.Y. 1 1030
Leign Ann Murphy. Eagles Nest Dr., Scar-
borough, Me. 04074
Kent Murray. 23 Horton St., Gloucestor,
Ma. 19010
Patricia Murray. 2780 Lake Howell La.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Margaret Murray. 3 Williamsburg Rd.,
Creve Coeur, Mo. 63141
Steven Carl Mutschler. Box 456, Perryville,
Md. 21903
N
Susan Nappa. 320 River St., Hackensack,
N.J. 07601
Dragana Nastasic. 2455 Edgerton Rd.,
University Ht., Oh. 441 18
Milica Nastasic. 2455 Edgerton Rd., Uni-
versity Hghts., Oh. 441 18
James Neitzel. 2 Shorewood Rd.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Dane Neller. 1600 Grove Ave., Highland
Park, II. 60035
Darby Neptune. 11921 Goya Dr.,
Potomac, Md. 20854
James Robert Ness. 900 Rugby St., Orlan-
do, Fl. 32804
Wells Beekman Newell. 1212 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10029
Deborah Lynne Newsam. 42 Thea La.,
Huntington, N.Y. 1 1 743
William T. Newton. 324 Mendenhall Rd.,
Memphis, Tn. 381 17
Michael Nicolette. Ridgeview Rd., Mt.
Pleasant, Pa. 15666
Dale Marylin Nidds. 28 High Farms Rd.,
Glen Head, N.Y. 1 1545
Karen Nissen. 820 Anchorage Dr., N. Palm
Beach, Fl. 33408
Gary Noel. 16 Palisade Blvd., Demarest,
N.J. 07627
John Noelker. 7417 Devonshire, St. Louis,
Mo. 63119
Renee Noell. 1205 N.E. 95th St., Miami
Shores, Fl. 33138
roseph Nolan III. 250 N. Banana River Dr.,
Mirritt Isl., Fl. 32952
Louis Norman. 296 Troy-Del-Way, Wil-
tiamsville, N.Y. 14221
James Norris. 5058 Sirron Ct., Dunwoody,
Ea. 30338
Theodore Northrup. 106 Wendell Terr.,
Syracuse, N.Y. 13203
Nancy Notman. Box 216, Marion, Ma.
Karen Nourse. Calumet La., Marblehead,
Ma. 01945
Carrie Nowak. 2250 Delamere Dr., Cleve-
land Hgts., Oh. 44106H
Katherine Susan Noyes. 1110 Jungle Ave.
N. St., Petersburg, Fl. 33710
Theodore Stimpson Nye. 61 Walnut St.,
Milton, Ma. 02186
o
Regina Oberlander. 5 Putnam Hill,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
David Obolensky. 1 20 East End Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10028
Daniel O'Brien. 1707 Northglen Ct., Ar-
lington, Tx. 7601 2
James Edward O'Brien. 4142 Aldington
Dr., Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Kim Marie O'Brien. 2720 Driftwood Rd. S.
St., Petersburg, Fl. 33705
Deborah O'Connell. 7200 34th St. S. 1 4C,
St. Petersburg, Fl. 3371 1
William O'Connor. 202 Southampton Rd.,
Anchorage, Ky. 40223
Susan O'Donnell. 64 Park Slope,
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Kim Ogilivie. P.O. Box 217, Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
Evelyn Oliver. 4220 N. County Rd., Delray
Bch., Fl. 334444
Nettie Olsen. 4724 Edgewater Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32804
Carol Lynn Ondick. 989 Greentree Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Theodore O'Neill. 65 High St., Water-
town, Ct. 06795
Kerry O'Niell. 110 Oak St. P.O. 578,
Franklin, La. 70538
Douglas Oster. 2540 Shady Oaks Dr.,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
Joan O'Sullivan. 61 Hunting Ridge Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
John Ourisman. 2 Oxford St., Chevy
Chase, Md. 20015
Joyce Overend. 1 66 Park La., Titusville, Fl.
32780
Phillip Owen. 51 Woods La., Scardale,
N.Y. 10583
John Owens. 3311 Ellwood Ct., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
P
M. Christina Paf. Apartado 3617 Central.
Guadalajara Jalisco. Mexico
Laurie Paine. P.O. Box 1348, Pinehurst,
N.C. 28374
John D. Pais. 229 Stevenson Rd., Winter
Haven, Fl. 33880
Louise Palanker. 29 Tristan La., Wil-
liamsville, N.Y. 14221
Paul Palmer Jr. 1328 Citrus Islae, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33315
loan Parker. 5313 Falmouth Rd.,
Washington, D.C. 20016
Wesby Parker. 75 Dingletown Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Berkley Melvin Parmelee. 444 Coconut
Palm Rd., Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Anne Parrish. 935 Tulip La., Vero Bch., Fl.
32960
Deborah Parsons. 2344 Hunterfield Rd.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Gary Craig Parsons. 251 5 Tuscarora Trail,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
James Michael Patricelli. 32 Shaker Dr.,
Loudonville, N.Y. 1221
1
Amy Patterson. Lavender La., Rye, N.Y.
Bonita Patterson. 455 Lakefront Blvd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Cynthia Patterson. 6 Oakwood Circle,
Hingham, Ma. 02043
Knight Patterson. 480 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022
Timothy Patterson. 839 Westover Terr.,
Whiteman AFB, Mo. 65301
John Pattyson. 715 Jerusalem Rd., Cohas-
set, Ma. 02025
R. Keith Paulson. 3146 Lander Rd., Pepper
Pike, Oh. 44124
Randa Paver. 765 Tropica Cr., Sarasota, Fl.
33578
Becky Peabody. 197 El Bravo Way, Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
Catherine Peak. 28 Dublin Hill Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
James Peak. 403 Fairview St., Clinton, N.C.
28328
David Pearson. 2931 Debrocy Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
James Pearson III. 135 N. Knolls Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mary J. Pease. 716 Chickapee Trail, Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Carolyn Pecka. 2417 Pine St., San Diego,
Ca. 92103
Juliann Pedersen. 629 Lake Shore Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
George Pullen Peed. 49 Halawa Dr., Hon-
olulu, Hi. 96818
Gregory Peele. 1417 E. Chichester St., Or-
lando, Fl. 32803
Eldora Peeples. 1636 Algonquin Trail,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Nancy Peet. 199 Arvida Parkway, Coral
Gables, Fl. 33156
Ward Pendleton. 1 Farragut Sq.,
Washington, D.C. 20006
Dennis Pennachio. 72 Beaumont Ave.,
Massapequa, N.Y. 1 1758
Boies Penrose. 1801 Kennedy Blvd.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Kathryn Carter Pepper. 121 Cornwall Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Luis Perez. 507 Helm Way, Casselberry, Fl.
32707
Cheryl Perko. 2223 Brookshire Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lydia Ann Persinski. 612 Briercliff Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Constance Peters. 100 Glenwood Rd., En-
glewood, N.J. 07631
Louise Peters. 1062 Francisco St., San
Francisco, Ca. 94109
Leslie Petersen. 920 Main St., South
Windsor, Ct. 06074
Katherine Peterson. P.O. Box 319 Econ
Trail, Goldenrod, Fl. 32733
Stephen Douglas Pfeiffer. 612 San Juan
Blvd., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Patricis Pfingst. 199 W. Wind Rd., Louis-
ville, Ky. 40207
Thomas Phillips. 1050 Druid Dr., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Laura Picot. 816 Flamingo Dr., Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fl. 33301
Douglas Kimball Pierce. 4710 N.W. 13th
Ave., Gainesville, Fl. 32601
Dennis Pierce, Jr. P.O. Box 9803, Savan-
nah, Ga. 31402
Walt Pierson. 283 Broome St., New York,
N.Y. 10002
Kristen Eric Pigman. 220 Broad St., Berlin,
Md. 2181
1
Joseph Pilley. 1003 S. Clark Ave., Tampa,
Fl. 33609
Rodney Pinder. Apt. 3. 80)9 Byron Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fl. 33141
Neal David Pinsker. 92 Tahlulah La., West
Islip, N.Y. 1 1795
Catherine Pixley. 33 S. Ardmore, Colum-
bus, Oh. 43209
Arthur Plant III. 28 South Acre. 18 Hyde
Park Crescent, London W2-08, England
Nancy Susan Platzer. 870 United Nations
PI., New York, N.Y. 10017
R. Lee Plumb. 1001 Virginia Ave., Alexan-
dria, Va. 22302
John Poag. 901 W. Parkway Dr., High
Point, N.C. 27262
Douglas Pollard. 2074 W. 18th St.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Sandra Poole. 456 Dunbar St., S.W., At-
lanta, Ga. 30310
Steven Hammond Poppe. 133 Talulah La.,
West Islip, N.Y. 1 1795
Joel Robert Porotsky. 6520 Windemere
Circle, Rockville, Md. 20852
James Jay Poropatich. Stonegate Apts. Apt.
208. 1150 S. Main St., Middletown, Ct.
06457
Elizabeth Potter. 64 E. Broad Oaks, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77027
Robert Simka Potter. 20 Stanwich Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Kathleen Paulos. Schooner Rocks,
Cumberla-Frsd, Me. 041 1
Lorraine Powell. 607 Albany Ave., Augus-
ta, Ga. 30901
Peter Powell. 1040W 57th St., Kansas City,
Mo. 641 13
Margaret Price. 2100 Venetian Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Merdis Price. P.O. Box 1 140, Orlando, Fl.
32802
Richard Probasco. 70 Lillie St., Princeton
Jet., N.J. 08550
Lucy Gail Pulling. P.O. Box 1 1 45, Naples,
Fl. 33940
Cynthia Purcell. 5240 N.E. 17th Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Edward Putnam. 8500 Seminole Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Renee Puzio. 1885 Temple Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Richard Pyerom. P.O. Box N361, Nassau,
Bahamas
Q
Susan Ouinby. 2832 N.E. 24th Ct., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33305
Robert Emmet Quinn. 333 Wakefield St.,
West Warwick, R.I. 02893
R
Charles Arthur Race. Box 223 Oakdene
Rd., Barrington, II. 60010
John Race. P.O. Box 223, Barrington, II.
60010
Beth Radford. 428 Lightfoot Rd., Louisville,
Ky. 40207
Joanne Rambone. 22 Barry Rd., Scarsdale,
N.Y. 10583
Edward Ramey. 1325 Croton Dr., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Elizabeth Ann Rauld. Box 1533, Balboa,
Canal Zone
Jorge Ravelo. 4821 Hoperita St., Orlando,
Fl. 32806
Steven Raymond. 1180 S. Ocean Blvd.,
Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Roberta Reed. 4015 Shorecrest Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32804
Robert David Reed. The Colony. 1530
Palisade Ave. Apt. 9-G, Ft. Lee, N.J. 07024
Mary Reedy. 1071 Daansen Rd., Palmyra,
N.Y. 14522
Crary Reeves. 3987 El Prado Blvd.,
Coconut Grove, Miami, Fl. 33133
Margaret Reeves. 109 Tradd St., Charles-
ton, S.C. 29401
Edward Paul Regan Jr. 370 Pleasant St.,
Dracut, Ma. 01826
Robert Reich. 211 Fawsett Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Richard Paul Reinhart. 1527 SE 11th St.,
Deerfield Bch., Fl. 33441
Jean Austin Reisinger. 41 Wiltshire St.,
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
Kim Reniska. 601 Loomis Dr., OrangeCity,
Fl. 32763
Anna Reppucci. 34 Clark Rd., Lowell, Ma.
01852
John Stephen Reydel. 1629 Watchung
Ave., Plainfield, N.J. 07060
Benjamin Reynolds. 355 Dover Rd.,
Westwood, Ma. 02090
Brian Reynolds. Succabone Rd., Mt. Kisco,
N.Y. 10549
Russell Ricciardelli. 190 Brooklme St.,
Needham, Ma. 02192
James Edward Rice. 648 Knollwood Ter.,
Westfield, N.J. 07090
Jane Richards. P.O. Box 294, Melbourne
Bch., Fl. 32951
Mark Richman. 12016 Rhode Island Av.,
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Jeffrey Richwagen. 1127 NW 3rd Ave.,
Delray Beach, Fl. 33444
John Ridall. 120 Spirea Dr., Dayton, Oh.
45419
Susan Mary Rieger. 1 2094 Lost Tree Way,
N. Palm Beach, Fl. 33408
Elizabeth Riker. 10 Broadmoor Dr., Rum-
li son, N.J. 07760
' Stephen Allen Ripley. 35 E. Winter Park St.,
; Orlando, Fl. 32804
Elizabeth Anne Ritter. 25425 Dennison,
Franklin, Mi. 48025
David Howard Roberts. 1505 N.W. 36th
Way, Gainesville, Fl. 32605
April Robinson. 8 Peter Cooper Rd., New
York, N.Y. 10010
Brooke Robinson. 3929 Nottaway Rd.,
Durham, N.C. 27707
Robert Robinson. 5 Summer St. Ct.,
Rockport, Ma. 01966
Roxwell Robinson Jr. 1650 College Circle
East, Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Scott Robinson. 330-60th St. N., St.
Petersburg, Fl. 33710
George Robison. 804 Malcolm Dr., Silver
Spring, Md. 20901
William Ernest Rodrigues. 25 Cowdin La.,
Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514
Regina Rodgers.c/o Mrs. Mary Maldonato.
1141 Willobrook Tr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Donna Jeanne Ronnick. 2151 Sparrow Ct.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Peter Rose. 3616 Beverly Dr., Dallas, Tx.
75205
Amy Rosenthal. 135 W. Belvedere Rd.,
Norfolk, Va. 23505
Stephen Rosenstein. 22 Hickory Rd., West
Orange, N.J. 07052
Elia Rosillo. 1 206 Park N. PI., Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
John Ross. 1840 Via Genoa, Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
Nina Ross. 4221 Orchard Hill Rd., Harris-
burg, Pa. 17110
Mary Grace Rowbottom. 293 Alps Rd.,
Wayne, N.J. 07470 .
Gay Rowe. P.O. Box 733, Vero Beach, Fl.
32960
Sarah Royston. 217 Fairview Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238
Stanley Rubini. 2710 Falmouth Rd., To-
ledo, Oh. 43615
Theresa Rubutsky. 3349 Coleus Ct., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Sarah Rudel. 45 E. 89th St., New York, N.Y.
10028
Federico Ruiz. 2268 N.W. 7th St. Apt. 9,
Miami, Fl. 33125
John Russell. RD 2, Box 159. Skyline Dr.,
Hockessin, De. 19707
Robin Russell. 1112 Aileen Rd., Brielle
Shore, N.J. 08730
Robin Lynn Russell. 791 Park Ave., New
York City, N.Y. 10021
Robert Stephen Russo. 232 Chestnut St.,
Sewickley, Pa. 15143
Sally Marie Ruttger. 2880 N.E. 24th PL, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33305
Sharon Ruvane. 366 Oxford Dr., Short
Hills, N.J. 07078
Maureen Ann Ryan. Purchase St., Rye,
N.Y. 10580
Timothy Ryan. 7887 Spring Mill Rd., In-
dianapolis, In. 46260
David Sachs. 1014 Grassy Hill Rd.
Orange, Ct. 06477
Marcia Lynn Saddlemire. Wilderness RD
Box 150. St. James, Long Island, N.Y.
1 1780
Richard Sagan Jr. 116 Ox Yoke Dr.,
Wethersfield, Ct. 06109
Michael Sahlman. 501 E. 87th St., NYD,
N.Y. 10028
Linda Salem. 13 Willow Green Dr., Cocoa
Beach, Fl. 32931
Carol Saltwick. 122 Greenway Rd., Glen
Rock, N.J. 07452
Elissa Samartino. 10950 Snapper Crk Rd.,
Miami, Fl. 33156
Victoria Samartino. 1 0950 Snapper Creek,
Miami, Fl. 33156
Juan Samper, c/o Mr. Rafael Samper. 508
NW 34th Dr., Gainesville, Fl. 32803
William Sandberg. 3509 Finch Ave., Or-
lando, Ft. 32803
Richard Sansone. 5322 Lake Howell Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789 fcfl
Orlando Jaime Santiago. 161-03 65th
Ave., Flushing, N.Y. 1 1365
Nona Ellen Saphirstien. Apt. 1 105, 2200 S.
Ocean La., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Mark Sarosdy. Box 344 RD 2, Ligonier, Pa.
15658
Clara Sartori. 1419 NE 57th PI., Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fl. 33308
Donald Saul. 713 Pinoak Rd., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15243
Richard Ben Savid. 49 Idle Day Dr., Cen-
terport, N.Y. 1 1721
Terry Ann Savoca. 3701 Wade Rd., Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
Vivian Scarborough. 12 King St., Charles-
ton, S.C. 29401
Thomas Scarbrough, 6503 Betsy Ct.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Stephen Schalk. 913 Westgate La. N.W.,
Albequerque, N.M. 87107
Michael Scheinkman. 1400 Quail Dr.
Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Kevin Schlosberg. 2525 N. 10th St., Ar-
lington, Va. 05250
Christopher Schmitt. c/o Rev. Thomas A.
Casey. 3815 Russell Rd., Alexandria, Va.
22305
Paul Schmitt. 809 Elm Springs Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243
Dana Schneider. 147 Forest Ave., Emer-
son, N.J. 07630
Suzanne Schneider. Country Club Hgts.,
Monson, Ma. 01057
Steven Schott. 778 Park Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10021
Carol Schubert, c/o Firestone El Cen-
tenario, S.A. Apartado Postal 53-1000,
Mexico 17, De Mexico
Kathryn Schumacher. 227 Australian Ave.,
E. Palm Bch., Fl. 33480
Vincent Sciarra. 1 53 Elberron Ave., Patter-
son, N.J. 07502
Thomas Sciotino. 2012 Masher Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32810
Kenneth Scott. 291 1 Debrocy Way, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789 1
Michael Scott. 11861 San Jose Blvd.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
Stuart Scott. 1 1 32 Mocksville Ave., Salis-
bury, N.C. 28144 j
Donna Seals. 1302 Deerock Dr., Orlando,
'
Fl. 32805
Suzanne Searles. Rte. 2 Box 278-F, Lake
Placid, Fl. 33852
John Paul Seavey. 19 Stewart La., Berkeley
Hts., N.J. 07922
Mikell Seely. 1 329 Hamilton Dr., Clearwa-
ter, Fl. 33516
Frank Serrano. Ave. Des Petrels 3 1640
Rhode St., Gense, Belgium
Enrico Sessarego. Rua Teviot 254, Sao
Paulo, Brazil
Francess Shannon. 95 Salem Rd., New
Canann, Ct. 06840
Peter Sharp. 3309 Woodley Rd., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20008
Susan Sharp. 2923 Southington Rd.,
Shaker Hts., Oh. 44120
Corby Shaw. 1 82 1 Shiloh La., Winter Park,
Fl. 32789
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Elliot Steven Sheftel. 3040 Tremont St., Al- C
lentown, Pa. 18104
Stanley Hansen Shepard. 125 Selden Hill
Dr., West Hartford, Ct. 06107
Sherley Shevlin. Mrs. Durie Shevlin. 134 Tc
Casa Bendita, Palm Bch., Fl. 33480
Norman Sheilds. 574 Route 34B, King
Ferry, N.Y. 13081
Thomas Shields. 2 Tods Driftway, Old
Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Steve Allen Shookus. 43 Ivy La., New-
ington, Ct. 061 1
1
Jean Shortman. 1283 Pleasant Rd., Wan-
tagh, N.Y. 11793
John Marc Shubert. 2112 Acacia Park Dr.,
Lyndhurst, Oh. 44124
Donald Shuck, Jr. Broad Hill Farms,
Coraopolis, Pa. 15108
Robert Watson Shurtz. 5730 Cortez Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
Andrew Siegel. 5 Halcyon Ct., Baltimore,
Md. 21208
Hope Silliphant. 36 Eglantine Ave., Pen-
nington, N.J. 08534
Ellen Silver. 1114 S. Frederick Dr., In-
dianapolis, In. 46260
Marcie Simmons. 4220 Lancashire La., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Joshua Simonton. Centerville Rd., Green-
ville, Wilmington, De. 19807
Robert Sinclair. P.O. Box 3231, Orlando,
Fl. 32802
Jeanne Marie Sistrunk. 3430 NE. 17 Ter-
race, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Deborah Anne Slayman. 3040 Aloma R
Ave., Apt. K-6, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Claude Coleman Sloan. 3101 Old Hilliard
Rd., Richmond, Va. 23228
Pamela Slocum. Apartado 1 07 BIS, Mexico
1 D.F.
Peter Adrian Smit. 2-A Berkeley Rd., k
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Barbara Smith. 1230 Vista Del Mar Dr.,
Delray Beach, Fl. 33444
Brad Smith. 2600 SW 34th Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33312
Frank Smith, Jr. 1 103 John St., Greenville,
Ms. 38701
Gail Smith. 635 Woodley Rd., Maitland,
Fl. 32751
James K. Smith. 100 Midwell Rd.,
Wethersfield, Ct. 06109
Sally Legros Smith. 10602 Twelve Oaks
Dr., Houston, Tx. 77024
Sandra Smith. 1603 Rollins Dr., Alexan-
dria, Va. 22307
Sharon Smith. 8005 Graves Rd., Cincin-
nati, Oh. 45243
Susan Smith. 210 Ellicott Dr., Ormondjfli
Bch., Fl. 32074
Patricia Sobol. 4 Highfield Terr., N.
Caldwell, N.J. 07006
Gayla Sofia. 6679 Rivo Alto Ave., Orlando,
Fl. 32809
Tamara Soliman. 97-07 Horace Harding,
Rego-Park, N'.Y. 1 1374
Tom Solow. 7 Fieldstone La., Great Neck,
N.Y. 1 1020
Robert Somerville. 160 Central St., Gar-
diner, Me. 04345
Hugo Sonnenschein. 809 Lincoln Ave.,
Winnetka, II. 60093
Margaret Souders. 4851 Grovemont PI.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
Stephen Spahr. 5946 Tidewood Ave.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Diane Spalding. 35 Deborah Ave.,
IPittsfield, Ma. 01201
Pamela Karen Spalthoff. 82 Winthrop Dr.,
Riverside, Ct. 06878
Daryl Spangenberg. 4600 Robbins Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
William Mark Spann. 801 W 60th Terr.,
Kansas City, Mo. 641 13
iharles Sparkman. 715 Washington Ave.,
iavannah, Ga. 31405
Diane Spencer. 2819 Glendora Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
Richard Spencer. 46 Magnolia Rd., Mait-
land, Fl. 32751
Lea Ann Spiegel. 6915 Helsem Way, Dal-
las, Tx. 75230
Stacey Squire. 120 S. Sheridan Rd., Lake
Forest, II. 60045
Hal Staats. RFD Box 4708, Longwood, Fl.
32750
Richard Stager. 320 Wilson Ave., Kent,
Oh. 44240
led Stander. 825 West End Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10025
Susan Stanley. Box 26, Stanleytown, Va.
24168
^obin Stearns. 7060 Cardinalwood Ct., Or-
lando, Fl. 32808
lohn Steele, Jr. 672 Stanley Ave., Cincin-
[nati, Oh. 45226
Melinda Steinegger. 11 Dew La., Darien,
Ct. 06820
Frederick Steiwer. Silvermine Ave., Nor-
walk, Ct. 06850
Sharyn Stenstrom. 308 Lake Blvd., Sanford,
Fl. 32771
David Steph. 4025 Centenary Dr., Dallas,
fx. 75225
j\ndrew Stephens. Deerwood Dr.,
exington, Ky. 40505
ohn Stephens. 3620 Glengarry La., Or
ando, Fl. 32803
Catherine Stephens. 1420 Granada Blvd.,
Zoral Gables, Fl. 33134
:liza Stephenson. Box 399 Clovercroft,
/Varrenton, Va. 22186
Randolph Stephenson. 2630 Dobbs Circle,
Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Deborah Lynn Stevens. 405 Chestnut Ave.,
Altamonte Spg., Fl. 32701
Jill Stevenson. 30 Adams La., Wayland,
Ma. 01778
Jonathan Stewart. 19390 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fl. 33160
Kathleen Stewart. 780 Ivy Ave., Cincinnati,
Oh. 45246
Susan Stickney. 30 Bayside Terr., River-
side, Ct. 06867
Cassandra Stiles. P.O. Box 2711, Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
Cynthia Stiles. 150 Dana Way, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Cheryl Stilwell. Rt. 2 Box 1 248E, Lakeland,
Fl. 33801
Robert Stoddard. Orf Hill Rd., S. Kent, Ct.
06785
Cheryl Ann Stone. 100 Earlway Rd., Bris-
tol, Tn. 37620
Jeffry Storer. 905 Crevasse St., Lakeland, Fl.
33801
Jeffrey Stout. 1 52 Bulrush Farm Rd., N. Sci-
tuate, Ma. 02060
Arlene Strazza. 47 Cypress La., Matawan,
N.J. 07747
Lauri Louise Strehl. 2630 McKinley St.,
Hollywood, Fl. 33020
Janyth Strickland. 3217 Del Monte, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77019
Kevin Sugrue. 9830 Scott Mill Rd.,
Jacksonville, Fl 32217
Charles Sullivan Jr. 975 Citrus Rd., Vero
Bch., Fl. 32960
Meredith Sullivan. 311 Windsor Rd.,
Savannah, Ga. 31406
Robert Sullivan. P.O. Box 726, Altamonth
Spg., Fl. 32701
Robert Lee Sullivan Jr. 6000 Ivydene Terr.,
Baltimore, Md. 21209
Lana Susnar. 257 Tradewind Dr., Palm
Beach, Fl. 33480
Susan Sutch. 1454 21st St. S.W., Largo, Fl.
33540
Virginia Sutro. 151 Hartford Trnpk, Ham-
den, Ct. 06517
Sabrina Sutterlin. 33 South Rd., Harrison,
N.Y. 10528
Sydney Swain. 3922 Arbor Way, Charlotte,
N.C. 2821
1
George Sweitzer. 2758 Kilgroe PL,
Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Cameron Swift. 141 East Lake Sue Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Samuel Brad Syckes. Jerdens La., Rockport,
Ma. 01966
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Kathryn Szafranski. 2880 Euston Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
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Cynthia Tallant. 1922 Castelway La. NE,
Atlanta, Ga. 30345
Brian Tamoney. 65 Stoner Dr., West
Hartford, Ct. 06107
Susan Tankard. 509 Isle of Capri, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Austin Randall Taylor. 221 Mary Ann Dr.,
Memphis, Tn. 381 17
Elizabeth Taylor. 173 Lone Pine Rd.,
Bloomfield His., Mi. 48013
J. Scott Taylor. 3070 NE 40th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Sarah Taylor. 5620 Massachusetts,
Bethesda, Md. 20016
Teresa Taylor. 1 0360 Strait La., Dallas, Tx.
75229
James Teicher. 2 Soundview La., Kings
Point, N.Y. 1 1024
Alan Francis Terry. 3870 N.E. 17th Ave.,
Pompano, Fl. 33064
Julia Thaler. 1500 N.W. 28th St., Gaines-
ville, Fl. 32601
Jill Thibbits. 4310 Kent Ave., Titusville, Fl.
32780
K. Noel Thomas. 4309 Benff Sprs. Ct.,
Rockville, Md. 20853
Ann Thompson. 3810 Ortega Blvd.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Barry Thompson. 422 Edgeboro Dr., New-
town, Pa. 18940
Terri Thoreson. Rt. 1 Box 293A, Snoqual-
mie, Wa. 98065
Stephen Thornton. Rt. 3, Milledgeville, Ga.
31061
Karen Thrum. 4015 Barton Rd., Lansing,
Mi. 48917
Lorerte Titterud. 18632 Bob-O-Link Dr.,
Hialeah, Fl. 33015 -
Stuart Titus. Pound Hollow Rd., Glen
Head, N.Y. 1 1545
Elisabeth Todd. 255 W. Cherry Cir., Mem-
phis, Tn. 381 17
Leslie Wayne Tooker. 3018 Kenmore Rd.,
Richmond, Va. 23225 .
Mark Carlson Travaglini. 4000 Hazlewood
Ave., Thorndale, Pa. 19372
Maria Teresa Trjos. 1241 Linton Ave., Or-
lando, Fl. 32809
Gerald Tremblay. 701 5 Leighton Way, Or-
lando, Fl. 32807
Scott Trethaway. 116 Salem Dr., Ithaca,
N.Y. 14850
Beth Ann Trotta. Ashley Falls Rd., Canaan,
Ct. 06018
Holmes R. Troutman, Jr. 1600 Barcelona
Way, Winter Park, Fla. 32789
Richard Troutman. 1600 Barcelona Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Terry Joyce Truscott. 2608 Valencia Dr.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Terry Lee Turley. Box 86, Lutherville, Md.
21093
Peter Turnbull. Rollins College Box 332,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Linda Tuttle. South Street, Middlebury, Ct.
06762
Dirk D. Twine. 2919 21st St., Tampa, Fl.
33605
Paul Twomey. 6 Barrett Rd., Peabody, Ma.
01960
u
Steven Uher. 117 Myers Rd., Lansir
N.Y. 14882
Scott Underwood. 1420 Lynndale Blvd.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Stuart Frank Van Arsdale. 501 Slaters La.,
Alexandria, Va. 22314
Anne Van De Weghe. RD 1 Briar Patch
Farm, Stockton, N.J. 08550
Hugh Vanderbilt, |r. 48 Clapboard Rdge
Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Patricia Vanderwerf. 85 Palm Ave., Palm
I si . Miami Bch., Fl. 33139
Cheryl Louise Vaughn. 2235 Willow Brook
Dr., Huntingdon Vly., Pa. 19006
Debbie Velasquez. 1813 N. Lakemont
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Ernest Robert Velez. 1813 N. Lakemont
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Charles Venners. 8805 Clifford Ave.,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Robert Vergenz. 817 Ellendale Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Michael Verrier. 84 Spring St., Saco, Me.
04072
Neils Vernegaard. 8255 Westmoreland
Dr., Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Joseph Anthony Videtta. 4 Everendon Rd.,
Canton, Ma. 02021
Barbara Vitaliano. 35 Colby Ave., Rye,
N.Y. 10580
Brant Von Hoffmann. 17 Manor Hill Rd.,
Summit, N.J. 07901
Gayle Von Stein. 1701 N.E. 58th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Carl Bregge Jr. 38 Copper Beech Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Charles Voytek. 396 Pine Tree Dr.,
Orange, Ct. 26477
w
Peter Wadsworth. Box49, Lakeville Ct
06039
Anthony Waits. 7305 Shadwell La., Pros-
pect, Ky. 40059
William Walczak. 12 Rose La., Stoneham,
Ma. 02180
Cheryl Waldon. 2420 Lake Sunset Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32805
Robert Scott Walter. Rt. 2 Box 4-B St. Chris
La., Vero Bch., Fl. 32960
Vickie Walker. 1009 N. Meridian St.,
Lebanon, In. 46052
Mary Walsh. Rhapsody Rt. 1 Box 167, Eas-
ton, Md. 21601
William Walsh. 1504 Sherman St., Ches-
wick, Pa. 15024
Lynn Ann Walsworth 400 NW70 Ave. Apt
112, Plantation, Fl. 33313
Emily Walton. 15 Branch Brook Rd.,
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Cynthia Ward. 528 Wimer Circle,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237
Peirce Colton Ward III. P.O. Box 275,
Riberside, Ct. 06878
Laurie Warnecke. 721 Soundview Dr.,
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543
Craig Lee Watson. 67 Ludlow Dr., Chap-
paqua, N.Y. 10514
Patrick Frank Watson. 5825 Osceola Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20016
Richard Freddrick Wattles. 40 Northledge
Dr., Buffalo, N.Y. 14226
Garwood Weatherhead. 17512 Shelburne
Rd., Cleveland Hgt., Oh. 441 18
Cyrena.Dole Weary. 936 Fisher La., Win-
netka, II. 60093
Martha Weatherhead. 17512 Shelburne
Rd., Cleveland Hgt., Oh. 441 18
Michael Carlton Wedge. 107 Breer CI.,
Brockton, Ma. 02401
William Wegner. 206 Euston Rd., Garden
City, N.Y. 1 1530
Penny Weiner. 3660 NE 1 66 St. N„ Miami
Beach, Fl. 33160
Barbara Weiss. 361 Cameo Dr., Mas-
sapequa, N.Y. 1 1 758
Lynn Welch. 129 Jordan Ave., S. Portland,
Me. 04106
Wickford Welden. 1136 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10028
Holly Wells. 11000 Candlelight La.,
Potomac, Md. 20854
Janet Wells. 507 Rutile Dr., Ponte Vedra,
Fl. 32802
David Patrick Welsh. 1521 Down St., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
James Douglas Welsh. P.O. Box 191,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Marcia Welsh. 27 18 Placid Ave., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33450
Holly Wendell. 586 Beech St., Haworth
N.J. 07641
Linda Wernau. Niagara La., Commack,
N.Y. 11725
Lina Ellen Wert, 3609 Riviere Duchien,
Mobile, Al. 36619
Lynn Westling. 728 Delaney Park Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32806
David Jeffreys Weston. 52 Amherst Dr.,
Hastings-Hud., N.J. 10706
Kathleen Westvig. 43 Roundabout Rd.,
Smithtown, N.Y. 1 1787
George Westwood III. 7824 Eva St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19128
Carmen Wetmore. Northfield House,
Northfield, Ct. 06472
Mary Elizabeth Wetzel. 71 1 Williamd Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Patricia Whalen. Woodlane Rd., Mt. Hol-
ly, N.J. 08060
Susan Whealler. 1427 Emory Rd. N.#., At-
lanta, Ga. 30306
James Robert Wheatley. 1 523 Berkshire
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Kerry Michael Whelan. 38 Colony Ct.,
Murray Hill, N.J. 07971
George Whipple II. 720 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10021
Cathi Wiebrecht. 720 Park La., Elm Grove,
Wi. 53122
Lynn Wiedman. 35 1 5 Walbri Dr., Bloom-
field Hills, Mi. 48013
Elizabeth Ann Wiegel. 351 N. Broadmoor
Blvd., Springfield, Oh. 45504
Lori Wigor. 6575 Shawnee Ridge, Cincin-
nati, Oh. 45243
Luther Wiles. 5834 Wyomissing Ct.,
Alexandria, Va. 22303
David Wiley. 9 Glen Dr., Wycoff, N.J.
07481
Anthony Will. 352 Adams St., Milton, Ma.
02186
Andrew Wallace Williams. 269 Ash-
bourne PL, Columbus, Oh. 43209
George Williams III. 7709 Chatham Rd.,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Henry Williams. 151 Eagle Rock Way,
Montclair, N.J. 07042
Nicole Williams. 4529 Belclair, Dallas, Tx.
75205
Robin Williams. P.O. Box 12365, Mem-
phis, Tn. 381 12
Linda Willis. 1501 Catalpa La., Orlando,
Fl. 32806
Adair Wilmer. 1612 N. Breiel Blvd.,
Middletown, Oh. 45042
Clifford George Wilson. 27 Dartmouth
Rd., Mountain Lakes, N.J. 07046
Marcus Anthony Wilson, c/o Mrs. Lue Bar-
ton. 354 Stoneham Rd., Memphis, Tn.
38109
Pamela Wilson. 3311 Del Monte, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77019
Peter Wilson. 14 Overhills Dr., St. Louis,
Mo. 63124
Shelly Wilson. 631 Sherbrook La., Peoria,
II. 61614
Thomas Wilson, Jr. 5315 Edgemoore La.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Martin Wiman. P.O. Box 309, Prospect,
ky. 40059
Kathleen Wingard. 411 Pine Forest St.,
Dublin, Ga. 31021
Amy Jo Wismar. 300 Northcliff Dr., Rocky
River, Oh. 441 16
Patricia Wittbold. 512 Mockingbird La.,
McAllen, Tx. 78501
Samuel Paris Witten. 2331 Brookside Dr.,
Louisville, Ky. 40205
Charles Edward Wolf. 555 S. Atlantic Ave.,
Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Maria Wolf. 1801 Bett Mar Lane, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Carol Wolfe. 587 Chiles La., Orlando, Fl.
32807
Gary Wolfe. 1915 Stonehurst Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Gerry Wolfson. 6408 Winnepeg Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Judith Wommack. 7310 Sanderson PL,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
Christopher Wood. 52 Draper Rd., Way-
land, Ma. 01779
Thomas Wood. 3 Briar Patch La., Mat-
tapoisett, Ma. 02739
Lise Ann Woodbury. 2615 Verona
"
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Susan Woolaver. 24 Blaisdell Dr., Car
Ma. 01741
Janice Wooldridge. 41 7 Mountain Rd
Hartford, Ct. 06107
Diana Wright. 6008 Corewood
Washington, D.C. 20016
Jeffrey Wright. 42016 Emerson Ct., El
Oh. 44035
Christy Wuertenbaecher. 13 Upper L,
St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Claudia Ann Wyatt. 9041 Falls Ch
Way, Potomac, Md. 20854
Patricia Wynne. 230 Squan Beach
Mantoloking, N.J. 08738
Teresa Wytrwal. 712 S. Nicolet Ap
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Louis M. Yakopec. 21 Beckman St., C
wick, Pa. 15024
Nancy Yeargin. 110 Byrd Blvd., Gr<
ville, S.C. 29605
James Yetter. 980 Eden Isle Dr. N.E.
Petersburg, Fl. 33704
KathyAnn Yoder. 3580 Rosewood Dr
Wayne, In. 46804
David William Young. 1 16WestMour
Rd„ West Simsbury, Ct. 06092 J
Wendy Young. 44 Oak La., Belham S
or, N.Y. 10803
Mary Louise Yount. 84 Nobscussett
Dennis, Ma. 02638
Debra Zale. 8925 Briarwood. Da!
Texas. 75209
Gary Charles Zelman. 37 Amherst
Hastings-Hdsn., N.Y. 10706
Philip Mcknight Zenner. 2380 Kin;
Rd., Naples, Fl. 33940
Brad David Zimmerman. 972 Phyllis
Oradell, N.J. 07649
Morgan M. Zook, Jr. 1 285 Sabal Palm
Boca Raton, Fl. 334:




